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From Editor’s Desk
Defence Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif
emphasized the need for strengthening defence
cooperation with the Russian Federation.He
expressed this desire during meeting with his
Russian counter in Moscow.The Minister expressed
the hope that this visit would further strengthen the
enhancing defence relations between the two
countries. Russia is an important country and
Pakistan regards its growing power as a positive
development for strategic stability in multi polar
world. Federal Minister stated that there is a need to
encourage and enhance Russian Navy participation
in joint exercises with Pakistan Navy.
Vice Admiral (Rtd) K G Hussain HI(M)
Professionalism is Essential for Safety: Admiral
Zakaullah
Source: Pakistan today
27th April 2017

Pakistan Navy’s Annual Safety Review for the year 2016 was
held at the Bahria Auditorium on Thursday. Chief of the
Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah was the chief
guest on the occasion. The safety review is held every year
with an aim to create safety awareness and inculcate safety
culture among naval personnel which provides a road map
to further enhance safe working environment in Pakistan
Navy.
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah
while addressing the audience, expressed his satisfaction
over adherence to safety culture in Pakistan Navy. The Naval
Chief further added that safety review is actually a process
of self-accountability which helps to evaluate and gauge the
safety standards in the light of the terrorist attacks last year.
The Naval Chief highlighted that during war or peace time,
safety and professionalism complement each other in the
successful execution of naval operations.
Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah further said that
professionalism is indispensable to nurture a robust safety
culture which can only be attained through effective training
and devotion. He emphasized that adherence to safety rules
doesn’t construe that one should become timid and
reluctant during the execution of professional duties, rather,
every navy official is expected to be preemptive and
dauntless besides following the SOPs during the execution
of the mission.
In the end, the Naval Chief congratulated all the winners and
gave away the trophies and awards.

Pakistan Navy Ships Visit Maldives
Source: Daily Times
21st April 2017

Pakistan Navy flotilla comprising multi-mission frigate PNS
SAIF and combat support ship PNS NASR is on an Overseas
Deployment to South East Asian countries under the
command of Commodore Zaka Ur Rehman SI(M),
Commander 25th Destroyer Squadron as mission
commander. During the overseas deployment, the ships
undertook a 3 days good will visit to the Port of Male,
Maldives. Upon arrival at Male, PN flotilla was warmly
received by Principle Director of Maldivian Coast Guard, Lt
Col Muhammad Saleem, Officers from Maldives National
Defence Forces (MNDF) and Pakistan Embassy staff.
During the stay, PN Mission Commander along with
Commanding Officers of both ships held meetings with
various high ranking officials of MNDF. Matters related to
bilateral issues were deliberated upon during these talks. A
reception was also hosted onboard PNS NASR which was
attended by dignitaries from Government, Military and Civil
sectors. Maj Gen Ahmed Shiyam, Chief of Defence Force
MNDF was the Chief Guest on the occasion. On culmination
of port visit, the PN flotilla conducted Passage Exercise with
Maldives Coast Guard boats in the Indian Ocean with an aim
to enhance interoperability between the two maritime
forces.
Pakistan Stresses on Strengthening
Cooperation with Russia

Defence

Source: Radio Pakistan
27th April 2017

Defence Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif emphasizes the
need for strengthening defence cooperation with the
Russian Federation.He expressed this desire during meeting
with his Russian counter in Moscow.The Minister expressed
the hope that this visit would further strengthen the
enhancing defence relations between the two
countries.Russia is an important country and Pakistan
regards its growing power as a positive development for
strategic stability in multi polar world.Federal Minister
stated that there is a need to encourage and enhance Russian
Navy participation in joint exercises with Pakistan Navy.
The delegation is visiting Afghanistan on the directions of
Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa.The Pakistani side
met Afghanistan's Acting Defense Minister Tariq Shah
Bahramee and Afghan Army Chief General Mohammad
Sharif Yaftali. The delegation conveyed condolences on
behalf of Qamar Javed Bajwa on loss of innocent lives in
Mazar e Sharif terrorist attack and expressed solidarity with
Afghan forces and people.
Talking to Italian Army Chief General Danilo Errico in
Islamabad, the President says Pakistan is desirous of peace

and stability in the region and will welcome positive role of
international community in this regard.Pakistan has
rendered unprecedented sacrifices to curb the menace of
extremism.Pakistan attaches great importance to its
cooperation with Italy in all spheres including defence.

Navy has expertise in technical training in the field of ship
breaking and auto mechanic,” he said.

US Embassy has officially handed over Bomb Protection
Suits, Medical Equipment to Pakistani Law Enforcement
agencies.High-ranking Pakistani police and emergency
response officials received state of the art bomb protection
suits, bomb disposals kits and emergency medical supplies
in a ceremony at Police Lines Headquarter in Islamabad
.The donations were provided under State Department's
Anti-Terrorism Assistance program.The ATA has been
partnering with Pakistani law enforcement agencies at
provincial and federal level since 2003.The equipment
received under ATA will be used by the provincial police
forces of Balochistan, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab.In
addition, Rescue 1122 received medical equipment,
including "jaws of life" and first responders' medical kits to
be used during natural disasters and other emergencies.

Source: Pakistan Today
17th April 2017

A Russian warship has sunk off the Turkish coast after
collision with a cargo ship.According to the Turkish Coastal
Authority, all the members of crew have been
rescued.Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yildirim called his
Russian counterpart, Dmitry Medvedev, to express his
sadness over the collision. Syrian government has said that
Israel has attacked a military installation near the Damascus
International Airport.State-run SANA news agency reports
that Israel fired several missiles from inside the occupied
Golan Heights south of the capital at a military installation
near airport, triggering several explosions and causing
damages.Meanwhile Israel's intelligence minister Yisrael
Katz said, the big explosion near Damascus airport is in line
with Israeli policy.
Pakistan Navy to Assist Tevta in Training Courses
Source: Daily Times
20th April 2017

Pakistan Navy Station Commander (Lahore) SM Shahzad
Wednesday called upon Technical Education and Vocational
Training Authority (TEVTA) Chairperson Irfan Qaiser at the
TEVTA’s Secretariat. Speaking on the occasion, the TEVTA
chairman deliberated upon a joint venture with the Pakistan
Navy for different training courses. He said that the joint
venture would enable the Pakistan Navy to provide master
trainers at already existing TEVTA institutions where
courses like laser cutting, motor winding, ship breaking,
auto mechanic and refrigeration would be offered. The
agreement will be signed after the approval by Punjab Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif, he said.
The chairman said that the TEVTA was already working with
the Pakistan Air Force (PAF) to add value to the TEVTA’s
training courses. He said that the joint venture would help
students get quality training and education. Station
Commander SM Shahzad said that technical education was
necessary for changing the fate of Pakistan, and added that
TEVTA’s role was very crucial in this regard. “The Pakistan

Sixth Chief of Naval Staff Amareur Golf Cup
Concludes

Tariq Mehmood of Margalla Greens Golf Club, Islamabad,
won the 6th Chief of the Naval Staff Amateur Golf Cup 2017
that concluded here at Margalla Greens Golf Club (MGGC).
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah was
the chief guest at prize distribution ceremony.
The Chief of the Naval Staff on the onset of his address
congratulated all the prize winners for their well-earned
success and commended all the participants for their
spirited participation in the Championship, said in a
statement issued by Director General Public Relations
Pakistan Navy here. The Naval Chief said that playing golf at
the scenic foothills of Margalla was always a pleasant and
refreshing experience and it was a pleasure for Pakistan
Navy to have provided such a facility for the golfers in the
country, especially for the residents of twin cities of
Islamabad and Rawalpindi.
The Navy is promoting Golf through the conduct of such
Championships and this event marks yet another
opportunity for the Amateur civilian golfers to demonstrate
their skills and craft while playing at par with the service
golfers. The Naval Chief also mentioned that the golfers
from all parts of the country have enjoyed playing at MGGC
and the organising committee has extended them all the
hospitality to make it a comfortable and entertaining
experience.
He also thanked the sponsors especially Toyota Motors and
Bahria Foundation for extending their support, and media
for the appropriate coverage of the Championship for
projecting a positive image of the country. Earlier the prizes
were distributed amongst winner of all categories including
Amateur, Seniors, Ladies and Juniors, whereas the main
trophy was given to the best Amateur in the net category,
Tariq Mehmood from Margalla Green Golf Club, Islamabad.
Sleepy Pakistani Village Rises as China's Gateway
to Middle East
Source: VOA
19th April 2017

GWADAR, PAKISTAN —
Over the last six months, the skyline over the sleepy fishing
city of Gwadar has been transformed by machines that
dredge the Arabian Sea and cranes that set up shipping
berths in what is projected to become Pakistan’s biggest
international port.
Infrastructure developments have enabled the hammershaped Gwadar peninsula to emerge as the centerpiece of
China’s determined effort to shorten its trade route to the
Persian Gulf and obtain access to the rich oil reserves there.

A mini-“Chinatown” has appeared, with prefabricated living
quarters, a canteen and a karaoke center. After hours, the
workers have the grounds to play their favorite game,
badminton. A spokesman for the Chinese team in Gwadar
said in an interview that his government had invited
employment bids in China, then brought the workers here.
He proudly touted the successful test run conducted by
China in November when it used Pakistan’s land route from
Kashgar to Gwadar to transport a convoy of 60 containers
for export to the Middle East and North Africa. Prior to that,
he said, China had sailed materials through the South China
Sea and the Indian Ocean to reach Gwadar. The Chinese
propose to cut down that 12,000-kilometer sea route by
about one-fourth once they adopt the land route from the
northwestern province of Xinjiang to Gwadar.
So eager is China to save on distance, time and expense —
and the challenge posed by the U.S. Navy in the South China
Sea — that it has weathered Pakistan’s unstable law-andorder situation to build its economic corridor. Small wonder
that the Chinese spokesman omitted an incident — related
by locals to VOA — that the test convoy came under fire in
Hoshab, Baluchistan, despite protection from a special
security force.
Since then, Pakistan has enhanced its 12,000-plus security
force to protect the Chinese. That has turned Gwadar into a
military zone, with strict checks of vehicles and ID cards,
plus an encampment of intelligence officials. Still, Baluch
insurgents use attacks on “soft targets,” like laborers from
other provinces, to drive away investors from the China
Pakistan Economic Corridor. On April 5, as road workers
from Sindh were gunned down in Kharan in targeted killings
claimed by the Baluchistan Liberation Front, former army
Col. Farooq Ahmed said suspicion fell on militants operating
from Afghanistan.
The Chinese, for their part, have taken heart from the
security provided by Islamabad to plan ahead. A
prefabricated coal plant will be brought from China to
Gwadar to fire up its energy needs. Moreover, China will
finance Gwadar international airport, according to the
spokesman. Distances inside Pakistan have shortened as the
Frontier Works Organization builds a 3,000-km network of
roads funded by Chinese investment.
Pakistan Gives China a 40-Year Lease for Gwadar
Port
Source: The Maritime Executive
20th April 2017

Pakistan’s minister for ports and shipping announced that
his ministry has given a Chinese firm a forty-year lease for
the strategic Port of Gwadar. The lessee, state-owned China
Overseas Port Holding Company, has been building out the
port’s infrastructure since 2013. Under its new long-term
contract, it will retain over 90 percent of revenue from
Gwadar’s marine operations, plus 85 percent of the revenue
from the management of an adjacent free zone. It will also
benefit from the deep tax exemptions that Pakistan has

granted to Chinese companies for projects related to the
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a network of
transportation infrastructure stretching from the Arabian
Sea to the Chinese border.
“We hope to create a new economic development model for
the port by transplanting China’s experience in building
special zones or economic development areas to Pakistan, in
a bid to drive the country’s industrial transformation,” said
COPHC CEO Zhang Baozhong, in comments to China Daily.
The port is strategically important for China for several
reasons. First, it offers China's navy a convenient base of
operations near the Strait of Hormuz. Its development was
originally proposed for naval purposes, and China is already
contributing military resources for the port’s security needs.
Second, it is the project cargo port for the construction of
CPEC. And third – perhaps most important of all – it may
become the receiving terminal for a one million bpd oil
pipeline that would run across Pakistan into western China.
If built, the pipeline would allow China to bypass the Strait
of Malacca for a significant fraction of its Middle Eastern
crude imports.
Less than 100 nm away, at the Iranian port city of Chabahar,
the Indian government is moving ahead with a small
multipurpose port that is intended to give Indian companies
better connections to Central Asian markets. The project is
widely seen as a counterbalance to growing Chinese
influence in the region.
India is investing $85 million in the construction of two
berths at the port, one for containers and one for all other
cargo, and officials expect that the work will be completed
by next year. India's transportation ministry has finished a
first round of bidding for the selection of a port operator,
and it plans to announce the list of qualified bidders for a
second round at the end of the month. The winner will get a
ten-year lease for the port's management. Industry sources
tip the Adani Group and competitor J.M. Baxi Group as top
contenders in the bidding process.
Is the Arabian Sea Coast at Risk 0f a Tsunami?
Source: Varsity
28th April 2017

The Makran: a thousand-kilometre stretch of desert at the
northern end of the Arabian Sea, it was hostile enough to kill
Alexander the Great’s army, mired in geopolitical
complexity, and on the Foreign Office “advise against all
travel” list. Not, perhaps, the first place you would think of
as a field area for an Earth Sciences PhD.
From a geophysics perspective, however, the Makran’s
inaccessibility makes it an interesting challenge. As part of
my PhD I have been looking at the possibility of a large
earthquake and associated tsunami in the region. Although
I haven’t been able to go there on fieldwork (the “advise
against all travel” issue), by combining techniques based on
remote observation – from Google Earth to global
measurements of earthquakes – with precise GPS

measurements made by colleagues in Iran, I’ve still been
able to make progress in understanding how the area works.
The Makran is a subduction zone – where one tectonic plate
is pulled beneath another. In this case, the Arabian plate,
which makes up the floor of the Arabian Sea, is being pulled,
“subducted”, beneath the southern coasts of Iran and
Pakistan. There are lots of interesting questions associated
with subduction zones – but the most important one for
people living in the area is: can this subduction zone produce
large earthquakes? (If you’re interested in the other
questions have a look at my recent paper.)
Earthquakes happen in subduction zones because as one
plate is pulled beneath another, the surfaces do not slide
freely. Effectively, two massive pieces of not-necessarilysmooth rock are sliding past each other. If these rocks get
stuck then stress starts to build up. At some point, the rock
will break, causing the plates to jerk past each other, and this
is what generates an earthquake.
The reason why earthquakes in subduction zones are
important, even for people living as far away as the opposite
side of the Pacific Ocean, is the waves they generate. A
subduction zone earthquake moves the whole seafloor,
displacing a huge quantity of water and starting a wave with
a wavelength much deeper than the ocean. These “tsunamis”
do not lose energy as they travel, so can cause devastation
even thousands of kilometres from their source. This was
what happened after the Boxing Day earthquake in Sumatra
in 2004, when tsunami waves caused deaths as far away as
Somalia.
Senate Directs Mop to Clear Seawater Intrusion
Project PC-1 Before
Source: Pakistan Observer
26th April 2017

Senate Standing Committee on Planning, Development and
Reforms Tuesday directed the Ministry of Planning (MoP)
to clear PC-I of the project for monitoring the sea level rise,
sea water intrusion and land subsidence in Indus deltaic
before the upcoming budget. ‘It is the matter of extreme
importance as the gradual increase in sea level was a major
threat to the Sindh as well as Balochistan coast’, Chairman
of the committee, Senator Col (R) Syed Tahir Hussain
Mashadi said. He said Makran Coast was facing severe
erosion at number of places such as Damb, Shadi Kaur,
Pishukan and Jiwani which needed immediate attention.
Senator Karim Ahmed Khawaja pointed out that recently,
two kilometers area of Damb village of Balochistan came
under the sea which indicated the alarming situation. He
said keeping in view the importance of the issue, the
government should give immediate attention to completing
the project. Officials of Planning ministry informed that the
steering committee that was formed under the
chairmanship of Secretary Ministry of Science and
Technology, Fazal Abbas Maken for this purpose, had
already finalized the PC-1 with concurrence of all the
stakeholders.
The committee was also informed that the submission of the
PC- 1 was pending and as per requirement of Planning

Division it needed to be endorsed by SUPARCO as one of the
collaborators. They informed that the Secretary Science and
Technology had already written a letter to Chairman
SUPARCO for expediting the submission of PC-1. The
committee expressed its concern over the unnecessary delay
in fulfilling the requirements by SUARCO and
recommended it to finalize its requirements within two
weeks’s time. Meanwhile, the committee was also briefed on
the goals achieved by the government under Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs). The committee was told that
Pakistan accepted 16 goals with 37 indicators to achieve by
2015 while only three indicators were achieved while 10
were on track. It was informed that during 2012-13, Rs 707
billion were spent on various sectors under MDGs including
education, health, population planning, and social security
and welfare. Similarly during 2013-14, 2014-15, 2015-16 and
2016-17, an amount of Rs 809 billion, Rs 930 billion, Rs 1144
billion and Rs 473.1 billion respectively, were spent on these
areas. Senator Mohsin Khan Leghari however was not
satisfied over the performance of the government in these
areas saying that trillions of rupees had been spent but result
was negative.
New Economic Development Model to be Created
for Gwadar Port
Source: Pakistan Observer
26th April 2017

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) China
Overseas Ports Holding Company Limited (COPHC), Zhang
Baozhong has said compared to other conventional projects,
the Gwadar port is a systematic one covering not only
operations, but also the development of the free zone. “We
hope to create a new economic development model for the
port by transplanting China’s experience in building special
zones or economic development areas to Pakistan, in a bid
to drive the country’s industrial transformation,” he told
China Daily on Wednesday. He said the Gwadar free zone
will be an exemplary community and added his company has
restored water and power supply as well as the machinery,
warehouse and supervision system, and opened flights to
China, the Middle East and Africa. According to Hu
Yaozong, deputy general manager of the Gwadar Free Zone
Company, if the current construction pace is maintained, the
port will transform every three months. He said the frequent
inspections from businessmen, launches of new projects and
new ideas have turned the little fishing village into a global
hub and investment haven. Babu Gulab, chairman of the
Gwadar District Council, recalled the moment when Chinese
and Pakistani leaders signed the deal two years ago.
“You cannot imagine how excited I was at that time. Chinese
President Xi is a far-sighted leader,” he said, explaining that
others vision may cover several years, but Xi’s horizon can
reach decades or even a century. The port is now making
headway according to the roadmap and as a key part of the
‘Belt and Road’ initiative, its benefits will extend not only to
Chinese and Pakistani citizens but also to people in the
whole region, Gulab said. In 2013, local residents could only
live on fishing. Every week, there was only one flight from
the port to Karachi. The bilateral cooperation has led to
major changes. More people now travel to the area through

daily flights, which are fully booked. When a Chinese
company took over the operations of the port in 2013 from
the Pakistani government, a piece of land valued at Rs
500,000 has soared 15 times, Muhammad Taimour
Muzaffar Chaychi, a Pakistani real estate businessman said.
Such changes can be attributed to the bullish attitude
towards the port’s prospects, he explained.
Thanks to improved facilities, the port has become a magnet
for business investment. International airports, vocational
training centers, modern hospitals, a coal-fired power plant
with 300,000 kilowatts of installed capacity, and a
desalinization plant that can process 5 million gallon waters
each day have been set up on the port. These investments
have improved the locals’ lives and diversified the port’s
industrial structure. “Our life has undergone major changes
since the Chinese company came here,” a local fisherman
said. The residents are the primary beneficiaries of the
accelerated construction of the Gwadar port. COPHC said it
had guaranteed income for local residents.
To this end, the company not only encouraged a closer
cooperation between fishermen and the processing
businesses, but also offered training to the fishermen.
China’s Red Cross Foundation is now constructing a first aid
center on the port. When completed in May, Chinese doctors
will be sent to help local patients. Chinese Ambassador to
Pakistan Sun Weidong was impressed by a local old man
named Shair Mohammad. Learning that China would
donate a school for local students, the 65-year-old man
contributed his land. The Faqeer primary school sits on the
donated land. But Mohammad’s 10-member family is not
wealthy. His relatives persuaded him to give up the plan
given the soaring land prices, but he insisted on doing it,
saying that education is the top priority of Pakistan, and
what the Chinese company did is reliable. Naseem Baloch,
one of the old man’s sons, said his father recognizes the
significance of the “Belt and Road” and the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor, and believes Xi is a far-sighted leader
with a broad horizon.
Gwadar Port Operates Three Multifunctional Piers,
Brings 20000 Jobs
Source: Pakistan Observer
17th April 2017

Gwadar, the third deep-water port in Pakistan, now operates
three multifunctional piers with an annual throughput
capacity of between 50,000 and 70,000 20-foot equivalent
units, as well as bringing 20,000 jobs to locals.
The port will also serve as a trade gateway for East and
Central Asian countries to other parts of the world,
according to
Chairman, China Communications
Construction Co, Liu Qitao on Sunday.
After the completion of the construction, CCCC will also be
responsible for a series of follow-up projects, such as the
operation of a free-trade zone in Gwadar Port, he told local
media. After completion of 60 percent of first-phase
construction of Gwadar’s free zone, the Chinese engineers
and their Pakistani counterparts are hoping the free zone is
open to operation as early as possible, Hu Yaozong, deputy
general manager of the Gwadar Free Zone Company said.

The free zone is a key step towards developing the Gwadar
port into an important regional hub that will benefit not only
south Asia, but also the countries in central Asia and the
Middle East. The free zone covers about 923 hectares of land
and will be developed in four phases. It is designed to take
advantage of Balochistan’s rich fishery and mineral
resources to develop relevant industries for overseas market
and to develop light industry for the domestic consumption.
As a part of the light industry plan, China’s Linyi overseas
market, a comprehensive shopping mall project, will soon be
introduced into the free zone.
“The Linyi market in Gwadar will develop an overseas
warehouse so as to make their goods not only available in
the Pakistan market, but also in markets around the region,”
said Hu. According to Hu, the first round of investment has
almost completed with projects on fishery and electric
motors settled and business center enterprises moved in.
The second-phase construction of the free zone is featured
with a huge stainless steel factory, which, Hu added, would
create a considerable number of jobs for locals in Gwadar,
which has a population of less than 100,000.
With the further development of the port and free zone,
work forces in other villages around Gwadar are expected to
flow into Gwadar. According to the deputy general manager,
a training school donated by China, will be completed soon.
After short-term training, local people are expected to find a
position in the developing Gwadar, he said.
Munir Ahmad Jan, director general of the Gwadar Port
Authority (GPA), also shows high expectations on Gwadar’s
future. Besides Chinese and Pakistani investors, a lot of
investors from other countries have come to the GPA to
consult on business opportunities in the free zone, he said.
He said as businesspeople have seen the bright future of the
Gwadar port, a lot of Pakistani real estate investors came to
Gwadar to purchase land. The development of the Gwadar
port is not only in the economic field, but also at a broader
social level. The medical center, which will come into service
as early as in May, is designed to carry out basic diagnosis
and treatment, conduct small surgeries and emergency
rescues. It will initially be operated by Chinese medical
teams and be gradually handed over to the Pakistani side in
the future. In September last year, a China-donated primary
school came into use in Gwadar. The school had planned to
enroll about 150 pupils, but more than 300 students of
different grades attend the school as many locals believed
that the school had better teachers and facilities.
CPEC Improves Local Infrastructure, People's Life :
Report
Source: Samaa
23rd April 2017

The project, a key element of the Chinese government’s ‘Belt
and Road Initiative’, was officially launched in 2015 during
Chinese President Xi Jinping’s visit to Pakistan, according
to a report broadcast by China Radio International (CRI)
here. The multi-billion US dollar plan includes building up
infrastructure along a route linking the city of Kashgar in
Xinjiang, China to the southwestern Pakistani port Gwadar.
Muhammad Nisar Khan, general manager of a section of the
CPEC project, said the building boom underway along the

route, has created a lot of opportunities. “The locals are
being skilled with construction of these mega projects, with
respect to construction of bridges, tunnels, and other
protection establishments involved in these projects, so we
are seeing a lot of things being transferred from the Chinese,
which goes in the benefits of this nation,” said Nisar. A 50year old Bashir Ahmed who is a security guard at the port of
Gwadar suggested the construction at the port to
accommodate the CPEC programme, has also created
opportunities for his five children.
“My Chinese friends work very hard. They helped us build a
good primary school. Our children all study there. They also
helped us build homes to improve our living conditions.
Now many engineering projects are under construction. The
Chinese Overseas Port Company works very fast. And every
project, including the construction of the free zone is making
fast progress. Hope other problems can be solved rapidly
here,” Bashir said. Construction at the Port of Gwadar
includes expanding it to accommodate a free-trade zone,
which is expected to be operational in 2030.
Apart from the work being done at Gwadar, the Chinese
firms are working on expanding and refurbishing the 1300
kilometer long Karakoram Highway, the highest paved
international road in the world, which connects China and
Pakistan across the Karakoram Mountains. The highway
project is being led by the China Road and Bridge
Corporation. The project has not only improved local traffic
conditions but also created around 25-hundred jobs for
locals along the route. “I’m working here and getting very
good experience. I have learned a lot since I came here. Now
I can operate the main machines, learn cutting and welding.
And also I can operate crane,” said a worker at the
construction site. “The construction of the highway makes
us not afraid to go out anymore. In the past, when we
traveled to other cities, we always faced traffic problems. We
worried about landslide that would cause deaths, traffic jam.
Sometimes, it took us more than one week to reach the
destination.
When the road is completed, we will be able to reach there
in only several hours,” said another. The Economic Corridor
project is also said to be helping increase security in the
region, as the Pakistani military has deployed numerous
resources along the route to protect the workers and
infrastructure they’re building.
KP, Chinese Firms Sign 11 Agreements
Source: Dawn
18th April 2017

The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa government on Monday signed 11
memoranda of understanding (MoUs) with Chinese
companies for development projects in the province under
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). According
to a press release, MoUs were signed for five projects costing
up to Rs60 billion. These projects are related to CPEC
Tower, construction of a new bus terminal at Chamkani,
Ring Road missing link, Health City at Regi Model Town,
and Commercial and Residential Reconstruction Centre.
Local Government Secretary Jamal Shah signed the MoUs

on behalf of the KP government. Chief Minister Pervez
Khattak, Minister for Local Government Inayatullah and
Peshawar Development Authority (PDA) Director General
Salim Watto were also present on the occasion. These
projects will be jointly executed by PDA and Chinese
companies, the press release said. The construction of the
Ring Road missing link will cost up to Rs12bn while that of
the new general bus stand at Chamkani will cost Rs10bn.
The construction of CPEC Tower will be carried out at Rs5bn
while that of Health City at Regi Model Township is
estimated to cost up to Rs22bn.
The initial estimate for the construction cost of Commercial
and Residential Reconstruction Centre is around Rs11bn.
PC-1s of these projects are complete, it said. The Chinese
authorities will soon visit Pakistan to finalise the execution
process, said Mr Watto. Other development projects are
related to information technology, special economic zones,
power plants, oil refinery, infrastructure and e-commerce.
Speaking at the MoU signing ceremony, Mr Khattak invited
Chinese companies to take advantage of the investmentfriendly environment in KP. “We have set the stage to begin
the journey of industrialisation in the province. We need the
support of our iron brothers to put the province on the path
of development and economic growth,” he said.
Appreciating the One Belt, One Road Initiative, he said the
CPEC is its flagship component and stressed that business,
cultural and social cooperation between Pakistan and China
should be further enhanced.
Mr Khattak said a strong security force comprising 4,500
personnel has been established for the protection of foreign
workforce, including Chinese nationals. While emphasising
the importance of the CPEC, China-Pakistan Friendship
Association President Sha Zhu Kang said the success of One
Belt, One Road initiative is linked with the CPEC, which he
termed the pilot project of the grand scheme.
CPEC: China, Pakistan
Multipolar World Order

and

Russia

Bringing

Source: Value Walk
27th April 2017

With CPEC, China, Pakistan and Russia are bringing
multipolar world order to challenge the U.S.-dominated
unipolar world order. No world order is able to withstand
the test of time. Washington has controlled the rest of the
world for quite a while, so the emergence of a powerful
alliance between China and Pakistan – with Russia added
into the equation – challenges U.S. global dominance and
aims to bring multipolar world order. eijing and Islamabad
used the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) as a net
to catch a giant and elusive butterfly: the U.S. and its global
dominance. Through CPEC, which promises to help
Pakistan emerge as a major power in Asia within the coming
years, China wants to connect Europe, the Arab countries
and Africa with the Russia- and China-dominated Shanghai
Cooperation Organization (SCO), something that would
start a new era for Eurasia and the world as a whole.

Moore Stephens Warns on Dangers of Diving
Unprepared into Shipping Pools
Source: Marine Insight
20th April 2017

International accountant and shipping adviser Moore
Stephens has warned ship owners and operators to check
carefully the financial, tax and jurisdictional implications of
participating in shipping pool arrangements.
Shipping partner Michael Simms says, “Shipping pools can
be an attractive option, particularly in difficult markets and
during periods of economic uncertainty. Interest in the
concept generally is increasing as a way to leverage money
and maximise economies of scale. But while it might make
good commercial sense for like-minded shipping interests to
pool their resources to mutual advantage, traps may lie in
wait for the unwary.”Shipping pools can take a variety of
forms, from incorporated entities or partnerships to jointventures and other forms of agreement. The jurisdiction in
which the pool is established is of primary importance, since
it will have fundamental tax and reporting implications.
Simms notes, “Historically, tax-friendly offshore
jurisdictions have been a natural fit for many shipping pools,
but the recent increased focus on general tax transparency
and on proper governance and reporting procedures may
serve as a catalyst for change in this regard. The existing
structure of shipping pools established in offshore
jurisdictions is unlikely to change, but it would be
reasonable to expect the members of any new pool
arrangements to at least consider the option of establishing
the pool in a more traditional jurisdiction. “A move towards
greater corporatisation of shipping pools, which may grant
access to trade finance solutions, might be a viable option
for many owners, provided the terms of entry and exit are
acceptable.”
Moore Stephens has advised on a number of pool
agreements during the past 12 months. There are a range of
tax issues to consider when setting up, amending or joining
a pool. In the case of a new pool, it will be necessary to
consider the tax position of each entity within the pool
structure.
Other important considerations include the terms of the
pool agreement itself, the status of the pool under
competition law, the effectiveness of the marketing strategy,
and the way pool accounts are prepared and submitted.
Michael Simms concludes, “Shipping pools have clear
advantages for some. But it is a challenging market, and one
subject to increasingly stringent evaluation. It would be a
mistake to just dive in without careful consideration.”

Shipping Industry Faces Seismic Shift in 2020 as
Sulfur Cap Looms
Source: Hellenicshipping News
20th April 2017

In 2020 the shipping industry is facing its biggest change
since the shift away from burning coal a century ago as the
IMO is set to impose a new 0.5% sulfur cap on marine fuel
emissions. S&P Global Platts associate director Paul Hickin
and editorial lead for bunker news Jack Jordan assess the
readiness of the industry for the changes ahead, as well as
the likely options for shipowners in coping with the stricter
emissions regulations.
Focused exclusively on the marine bunker fuel sector, S&P
Global Platts Ocean Intelligence is a primary source of
independent credit assessment information, daily news and
prices, bringing transparency to a low disclosure
environment.What distinguishes us from the competition is
that we leverage the deep resources of S&P Global which
enables us to embed our intelligence on companies within a
larger market context and provides our reports with more
insight and perspective.
These are challenging times. The bunker world is already
reeling from the bankruptcy of South Korean container line
Hanjin Shipping last year which added to jitters about the
creditworthiness of shipowners, and demand is at a low ebb.
I’m here with Jack Jordan, editorial lead for bunker news, to
discuss what many have described as the toughest times for
the industry in more than a decade.
Jack, the lower IMO sulfur limit coming in in 2020 has been
described as the biggest change for shipping since the move
from coal to oil last century. Do you think the industry is
ready for the changes coming in three years’ time?In short,
no — most shipowners aren’t ready. They were holding off
from doing anything much until the IMO made its decision
in October. Now we know it’s going to be 2020, and not
postponed any further, a lot of companies are still uncertain
about what to do next.
The choice for most is between shifting to a new blended
0.5% sulfur bunker fuel, which will be much more expensive
than the fuel oil they’re currently buying, or fitting a
scrubber — a bit of kit that cleans emissions on board the
ship and allows you to keep burning the same fuel.
The trouble that everyone’s running into is that no-one can
say with any certainty what either fuel oil or 0.5% sulfur
bunkers will cost in 2020. And without having a strong view
of the price difference between the two, you can’t make any
kind of informed decision. In that environment we’re going
to see inertia continuing for the next couple of years at least.
Do you see scrubbers becoming the most popular response
to the new sulfur cap?

Not in the short term, at least. The first thing to note is that
there wouldn’t be enough shipyard space in the world to
retrofit all of the global fleet with scrubbers in the next three
years. The other obvious point is that there’s a large capital
cost that comes with installing a scrubber — about $3-5
million per vessel — and you wouldn’t want to spend that
kind of money on a vessel that’s going to be scrapped in a
few years’ time. So with ships that have recently been built
or are getting ordered at the moment it might become
popular, but with older vessels the cost isn’t worth it.
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine
Unlocks $2.6 Billion Bailout

Engineering

Source: Reuters
18th April 2017

South Korea's Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
Co Ltd (042660.KS) has won near unanimous agreement
from bondholders to swap their debt for equity, meeting a
condition that unlocks a $2.6 billion bank bailout for the
world's biggest shipbuilder. Daewoo won approval from
over 96 percent of bondholders at two meetings on Tuesday
and three on Monday, with attendance exceeding 78
percent. The meetings came shortly after the shipbuilder
won the approval of its biggest bondholder, the National
Pension Service.
"We will normalize the company as soon as possible through
bone-grinding effort, so you (bondholders) can come to
think you made a good choice for yourselves, the company
and the economy," Chief Executive Officer Jung Sung-leep
said in a statement. The shipbuilder has been pushed to the
brink by the impact of historically low oil prices, which
caused delays in payments for complex offshore facilities. At
risk is an estimated 50,000 jobs and an economic hit of tens
of billions of dollars.
But with bondholders accepting a debt-to-equity swap,
Korea Development Bank (KDB) [KDB.UL] and ExportImport Bank of Korea (KEXIM) [KEXIM.UL] will supply up
to 2.9 trillion won from late April or early May after court
approval, a KDB official said. The bailout plus a 4.2 trillion
won bailout starting in late 2015 amounts to South Korea's
biggest state-backed rescue of a single company in over a
decade, state bank officials said. The new cash will help
Daewoo meet its need for about 471 billion won in operating
funds by the end of April, and allow commercial banks to
resume issuing ship owners refund guarantees on orders
Daewoo wins, without which contracts are voided. Daewoo
can also continue building the 108 ships ordered as of
February for on-time delivery.
Delivery dates of nearly all existing orders - and payments
for delivery - are either this year or next, a Daewoo
spokesman told Reuters. Daewoo's existing orders amount
to the most in the world at 6.2 million compensated gross
tonnage (CGT), 70 percent or more over compatriots
Samsung Heavy Industries Co Ltd (010140.KS) and
Hyundai Heavy Industries Co Ltd (009540.KS), Clarksons
Research data showed.

Newbuild Orders at Chinese Yards Take a Nosedive
Source: World Maitime News
17th April 2017

China’s shipbuilding industry has experienced a 25.4
percent plunge in newbuilding orders during the first three
months of 2017 compared to the same period a year earlier,
according to data provided by the China Association of the
National Shipbuilding Industry (Cansi). Namely, the

country’s shipbuilders managed to score only 5.54
million dwt of new orders in the first quarter of the year.
However, the report shows that Chinese yards saw a
surge of 87.7 percent, compared to the same quarter in
2016, in completed vessel capacity as a total of 15.67
million dwt of vessels were constructed during the period.
The yards’ order backlog dropped by 26.3 percent to
88.65 million dwt, when compared to the same period a
year earlier, and by 11 percent when compared to the
order backlog seen at the end of 2016.
Additionally, Cansi informed that the 53 major
shipbuilders secured 36.1 percent less of new orders
which stood at 4.42 million dwt at the end of the threemonth period, and completed 13.37 million dwt of vessel
tonnage, representing a rise of 71.6 percent. The report
shows that the completed newbuild value at 80 of China’s
yards was down by 7.5 percent year-on-year to RMB
85.87 billion (USD 12.4 billion). During the first three
months of 2017 the 80 yards reported a drop of 9.7
percent in total revenue which stood at RMB 62.4 billion,
while their total profit fell by 63.5 percent to RMB 250
million on the back of a slowdown in the shipbuilding
industry.
Ship Scrapping: Prices on Downward Path
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
27th April 2017

As ship owners are actively pursuing more trading
opportunities, the demolition market appears to be slowing
down again. In its latest weekly report, the world’s leading
cash buyer, GMS, said that “as the tables turned on the rapid
momentum that the Indian sub-continent recycling markets
witnessed over the recent past, further declines and
disappointments came forth as prices continued their
downward spiral for yet another week. Given the current
trend, a week (perhaps two) of a stable market will be
needed before end buyer confidence returns to the point
they are willing to offer with any aggression, as local steel
plate prices have been fluctuating wildly and by as much as
USD 10/LDT nearly everyday”.
GMS added that “despite that, there were a number of sales
concluded this week (some at numbers belying the inherent
market weakness) as cash buyers see it fit to continue
offering with some of the inexplicable speculation that has
characterized the market for much of this year. On the
surface at least, steel plate prices have declined by at least
UD 10/LDT across all subcontinent locations and this has
troubled end users to the point of distraction, with many
choosing not to even offer at all, at least until some gains (or

even stability) are witnessed in the market. As the monsoon
season, advent of the month of Ramadan and budgets (in
Pakistan and Bangladesh) are collectively looming towards
the end of May, a strong preference to import ships over the
next month is still prevalent, albeit at the readjusted / lower
levels, which are still very good when compared to those
from the corresponding period last year. For this reason,
coupled with a slowing of supply, it may not be time to hit
the panic button just yet. Given that a number of larger LDT
vessels remain unsold and in cash buyer hands, many are
hoping that this recent decline is nothing more than a blip
and prices may recover to previous levels, at least ahead of
the anticipated summer slowdown”, GMS noted.
Meanwhile, according to Allied Shipbroking, “despite the
drop that had been noted these past weeks in local steel
prices, the intense competition amongst breakers seemed to
have pushed offered price levels further this past week.
Indian breakers pushed up their game this week, increasing
their offers and intensifying the competition in the market.
The pre-monsoon season has now pushed many breakers to
really push for securing any available candidates that come
to market. Given that we are still facing a situation where by
the number of demo candidates continue to be few in
number, this has helped keep things buoyant on the price
front. At the same time however, it also appears that a
number of recent purchases are highly speculative and as
such carry with them a considerable risk in the case that the
market collapses further. For the time being it seems as
though current levels can be supported despite being on the
limit of what local steel prices and exchange rates in the
Indian Sub-Continent can support right now”, the
shipbroker said.
S. Korea: Ill-Advised Restructuring in Shipping
Sector to Weaken Industry Competitiveness
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
28th April 2017

Concerns that an ill-advised restructuring of the shipping
industry without medium and long term strategies will end
up weakening the competitiveness of related industries are
becoming reality. According to shipping industry sources on
April 25, Hyundai Merchant Marine Co. (HMM) sold its 40
percent plus one share in Hyundai Pusan New Port Terminal
Co. to the Port of Singapore Authority (PSA) as part of its
self-rescue plan in March last year when the shipping
industry carried out restructuring in earnest. In the process,
the sales agreement included “poisonous clauses” that are
unilaterally favorable to PSA.
HMM, the then largest shareholder of Pusan New Port
Terminal with a 50 percent plus one share, sold its 40
percent plus one share in the port terminal at 80 billion won
(US$70.77 million), yielding to the pressure of financial
authorities and creditors. Under the conditions of the sale,
HMM has to process 700,000 twenty foot equivalent unit
(TEU) of cargoes in Hyundai Pusan Newport Terminal
annually and use only Pusan New Port Terminal when
processing additional cargoes. In addition, PSA said it would
raise its terminal service fees by 3 percent every year until
2023 and HMM accepted the request. The rate of

transshipment per TEU set by PSA was two times higher
than China’s Shanghai port and four times higher than the
Qingdao port. PSA also banned HMM from taking over
other terminals for three years even when it wants to in
order to avoid unfavorable conditions.
HMM handled a total of 1.57 million TEU at the Busan port
in 2013 and it is also expected to process more cargoes at the
port this year. An official from HMM said, “When the
company handles 1.5 million TEU at the Busan port this
year, it will face up to 33.1 billion won (US$29.28 million) of
additional costs. If PSA sticks to the current high level of
rates, HMM might have to use overseas terminals to cut
down costs.” The more HMM process cargoes at the Busan
port, the more losses it has to shoulder. HMM, which needs
to make profits, has no choice but to handle its
transshipment cargoes at other ports, including China,
though it may face public criticism.
Some said that the government’s coercive and inconsiderate
restructuring plans to sell lucrative assets to secure funds for
cash-strapped companies while overlooking their
competitiveness brought about such result. An official from
the industry said, “As all the cards of HMM were exposed to
its opponent, the company’s negotiating power also
diminished. The port authorities should mediate the
conflicts between HMM and PSA from a broad point of
view.”
MBNA Thames Clippers’ New Catamarans Beat
Expectations – and Fulfil Aim to ‘Build Ships at
Home
Source: Passenger Ship
26th April 2017

MBNA Thames Clippers’ new catamarans have beaten
weight expectations as they are expected to be even lighter
than their sister ships – and the River Thames ferry operator
plans to use the new ships’ builder Wight Shipyard Co. for
more newbuilds.
MBNA Thames Clippers CEO Sean Collins said that the new
boats – named Mercury Clipper and Jupiter Clipper – were
likely to end up 2.5-3 tonnes lighter than their Hunt class
sister vessels which were delivered by Incat in 2015.
Mr Collins added: “We’re really pleased as a company to
build these boats, it has been a long-time desire of mine to
bring the building back to the UK and build the ships at
home, and learn from the development that Australia has
brought to the market. [Previously the UK] clearly had the
skills to deliver, but there was a lack of focus and
management in making such large boats.”
He said that Wight Shipyard Co. had a “fantastic future”. He
added that some of the welding techniques used were the
“best that I have ever seen”.Mr Collins told PST that the two
newbuild vessels had “gone a step further” compared its
earlier sister class vessels in terms of using direct current
(DC), therefore boosting energy efficiency. “Our pumping
equipment and auxiliary pumping equipment can operate
under DC, as opposed to generators. We have to have

generators due to the High Speed Craft Code, but we only
run one generator at any one time, and there is a lesser
power specification from the generator.”

The Capsize Yuritamou (180,200 DWT, Jan 2007, Imabari)
sold for USD 23.9 mil to Tsakos. Diana bought the Post
China Revises White List, Adds Six Shipbuilders

He said that Thames Clippers “absolutely” wanted to use
Wight Shipyard Co again to build its vessels – and hinted
that a new ship order would not be far away as the company
has built on average one vessel a year. Wight Shipyard CEO
Peter Morton said: “We are particularly delighted to be
building these ships that can be judged against their sister
ships built in Australia… these boats will be delivered on
time and will probably be a little bit early...We look forward
to delivering more boats to Thames Clippers.”He added:
“We have had plenty of inquiries from other ferry operators,
the weakness in Stirling has helped in price and we have
seen a slight advantage since Brexit so there is no reason at
all why we can’t be competitive in world scene.”
Newbuilding Ordering Activity Picks Up
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
26th April 2017

With prices for second hand ships on the rise of late, a few
ship owners have turned to the newbuilding ordering
market, where more investment opportunities are to be
found. In its latest report, Allied Shipbroking said that “the
newbuilding market came to life this past week, with the
numerous rumored deals that where in the works now
coming to light. Interest has intensified considerably these
past months, with in part the increase in secondhand prices
having pushed a number of potential buyers to this
direction, while at the same time the slowly firming prices
being quoted by shipbuilders pushing others to place orders
on speculation fearing that they will lose the window to
secure these low prices before it closes shut. The truth is that
given the current cost structure present in the main
shipbuilding nations, prices are unlikely to hold at such low
levels for very long. However given the state of the
underlining fundamentals in the main shipping markets
(dry bulk, tankers e.t.c), there is currently little reason for
another excess to be made in the shipbuilding front and in
effect drown the market once again with the glut in supply
that will inevitably follow. We are still far from this scenario,
but caution most always be held.
In a separate newbuilding report, Clarkson Platou Hellas
noted that “there is one tanker order to report this week,
with HHI signing a contract for one firm plus one optional
319,000 DWT VLCC. The firm vessel is set for delivery in 3Q
2018 from HHI’s Samho facilities. In the Passenger / Cruise
market, Fincantieri are reported to have received an order
for two firm plus two optional 47,800 GT Cruise Ships from
Viking Ocean Cruises. Being the 7th and 8th vessels in the
series, the firm two units will be delivered in 2021 and 2022
respectively and will be able to accommodate 930
passengers”, the shipbroker concluded.
In the S&P markets, VesselsValue noted that in the dry bulk
market, “bulker values remain stable with the exception of
Supramax and Handysize vessels which have firmed. A
significant number of sales occurred in the Panamax sector.

Source: World Maritime News
26th April 2017

Another six shipbuilders are set to enjoy financial support
from China in the forthcoming period as they have been
added to the country’s White List of shipbuilders, the
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology informed.
The shipbuilders in question are the Huatai Heavy industry
(Nantong), Jiangsu Dajin Heavy Industry, Tsuneishi Group
(Zhoushan) Shipbuilding, Zhejiang Xinle Shipbuilding,
Fujian Changxing Shipbuilding Heavy Industry, and
Shanghai Zhenhua Heavy Industry. Additionally, after
conducting a review of the assessment of the enterprises
already on the list, the Chinese authorities decided to
remove seven shipbuilders from the list. These include
Dalian Liaoning Shipyard, Nantong Mingde Heavy
Industry, Jiangsu Eastern Marine Equipment, Jiangsu
Rongsheng Heavy Industries, Zhejiang Shipbuilding,
Zhejiang Zhenghe Shipbuilding and Qingdao Yangfan.
Following these changes, China’s White List includes a total
of 70 shipbuilders. In late 2016, Clarksons Research
informed that China introduced a set of revised criteria for
its White List of domestic shipyards, under which builders
can be dropped from the list if they suspend production or
declare bankruptcy, merge with or be acquired by other
yards, fail to win a new order and deliver a vessel over a two
year period, or fail to deliver a ship, receive a contract, and
have no units under construction over a one year period.
Shipbuilding
Presses on

Capacity

Consolidation:

China

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
26th April 2017

In January 2017, the Chinese government re-affirmed its
focus on capacity consolidation in the shipbuilding industry,
and set a target for the top 10 domestic builders to account
for 70% of total Chinese output by 2020. Against the
backdrop of ‘supply-side’ reform in a number of China’s
other industrial sectors, how far has the consolidation of the
Chinese shipbuilding industry extended? There are a
number of ways in which consolidation in the shipbuilding
industry can be measured, and it is not currently clear how
the government will track progress towards its target.
However, one approach taken here (see graph) is to look at
deliveries at the ‘builder group’ level, in terms of
compensated gross tonnage, or CGT (an indicator of
shipyard work). In 2011, the top ten builder groups (ranked
by the total volume of CGT delivered in the year) accounted
for around 35% of total Chinese output. However, by 2016,
the ten yard groups with the largest delivery totals during
the year accounted for around 53% of total Chinese
deliveries. Looking forward, this share looks likely to rise
and the ten builders with the largest orderbooks had a
combined 18m CGT on order at the start of April, accounting
for 61% of the total Chinese orderbook.

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (16-30 April 2017)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

18-Apr-17

81,330

44,802

126,132

19-Apr-17

151,028

21,702

172,730

20-Apr-17

209,872

27,724

237,596

21-Apr-17

130,815

27,934

158,749

22-Apr-17

143,101

28,995

172,096

25-Apr-17

268,665

55,204

323,869

26-Apr-17

167,078

31,833

198,911

27-Apr-17

67,874

39,550

107,424

29-Apr-17

88,433

23,866

112,299

Fortnightly Total

1,308,196

301,610

1,609,806

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (16-30 April 2017)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

18-Apr-17

121,302

43,149

164,451

19-Apr-17

151,240

25,840

177,080

20-Apr-17

91,335

32,509

123,844

21-Apr-17

114,181

39,349

153,530

25-Apr-17

60,434

51,585

112,019

26-Apr-17

51,308

39,596

90,904

27-Apr-17

137,096

12,768

149,864

29-Apr-17

91,609

29,811

121,420

Fortnightly Total

726,896

244,796

1,093,112

Source: Business Recorder

Papalia Wants All New Navy Ships Built in Australia
Source:The West Austrailian
19th April 2017

WA’s new Defence Issues Minister Paul Papalia wants the
Commonwealth to commit to building all future navy vessels
in Australia. And he is prepared to work with South
Australia — WA’s biggest foe in seeking and winning
lucrative naval construction projects — to actively lobby the
Federal Government to make it happen. Mr Papalia — who
served in the Royal Australian Navy for 26 years before
entering politics — says the excuse that the vessels could be
built more cheaply overseas was no longer valid.
“We have the knowledge, we have the expertise and we have
the infrastructure,” Mr Papalia told The West Australian.
“And there would certainly be enough work for both SA and
WA. In many facets of ship construction, we have the most
skilled people in the world living and working in WA. “For
example, we have the best heavy rolled steel in the southern
hemisphere. And this is a workforce made strong and
innovative by the decades-long demands of the oil and gas
and mining sectors.” Last year, the Turnbull Government
said WA would build 10 offshore patrol vessels for the RAN
and local shipbuilders would also build a fleet of 21 patrol
boats for Pacific island nations.
It also said $2 billion in sustainment work on the Anzacclass frigate fleet would be undertaken at Henderson. But
these contracts are just a small fraction of the billions of
dollars in defence contracts showered on South Australia.
These include a new fleet of future frigates and up to 12 newgeneration submarines to replace the ageing Collins-class
boats. A month later, Canberra said a Spanish company had
been awarded a $640 million contract to build two naval
replenishment ships.
“There is no doubt that the previous State government and
our Federal politicians are not doing enough to get more
naval projects to WA,” Mr Papalia said. “The maintenance
work (for the frigate fleet) should always be our baseline
expectation. But there is not a lot of steel fabrication work in
maintenance. That’s why we need the construction projects.
“The one area of expertise where we might be lacking is in
design. But, just as we are doing now, we can work with
overseas designers on local builds. And maybe a continuous
naval build in WA and SA would induce a demand for
improved design training.”
Congress Urged to Delay $9 Billion Navy Plan for
Frigates
Source:Bloomberg
19th April 2017

Congress should consider delaying an upcoming U.S. Navy

request for as much as $9 billion to start work on 12 betterarmed successor vessels to the troubled Littoral Combat
Ship, according to congressional auditors.
A delay beyond fiscal 2018 is warranted because too many
unanswered questions remain about the new frigate’s cost
and capabilities, the Government Accountability Office said
in a report Tuesday. The Navy currently plans to select in
mid-2018 between competing designs by Lockheed Martin
Corp. or Austal Ltd. The two contractors now make different
versions of the LCS. “The Navy’s impending fiscal year 2018
budget request presents a key opportunity for Congress to
affect the way forward for the frigate program by ensuring
the Navy possesses sufficient knowledge on cost, design and
capability before authorizing” the investment, the watchdog
agency said in the report.
Authorizing the money isn’t justified yet because the
program has “no current formal cost estimate —
independent or otherwise,” will not “have begun key detail
design activities” and “has significant unknowns in regards
to operational performance.The Littoral Combat Ship has
been controversial, with two defense secretaries under
former President Barack Obama questioning whether the
light ship intended for shallow coastal waters could survive
in combat and then cutting back the numbers planned.
But the Littoral Combat Ship and the successor frigate
would be one path toward President Donald Trump’s pledge
to rapidly expand the Navy’s fleet to 350 vessels from about
272 today. “Today, with 28 LCS delivered, under contract, or
funded, the Navy plans to wind down the LCS program -with the last contract awards expected in 2017 -- and pivot
to acquisition of the frigate,” the GAO said.
UK Navy's £1billion Destroyer Damaged due to
Blaze
Source:Defense World
26th April 2017

UK’s £1billion HMS Dragon destroyer has been damaged in
a blaze caused by a spark inside its machinery area while it
was in the Portsmouth Naval base. The crew rushed
immediately to extinguish the fire before it swept through
the Type 45 destroyer, Johnston Press reported Tuesday.
Teams managed to quell the flames before any serious
damage was caused to the advanced air defense warship. UK
Royal Navy has confirmed to media that it has launched
investigation to understand the cause of blaze. "The fire was
rapidly extinguished by members of the ship’s company.
‘No-one was injured. The incident will now be subject to an
investigation," a spokeswoman based at navy command, on
Whale Island, said. Dragon was modernized with major
propulsion system before rejoining the force, last year. The
engines of the 151m had previously been infected with
problems. Dragon returned to the fleet in July of last year.

In February, Dragon was used to rescue 14 sailors, who were
stranded in Atlantic after having their yacht lost its mast.
The others are HMS Duncan, HMS Diamond, HMS
Defender, HMS Dauntless and HMS Daring which is
currently on deployment. Dragon will remain at the naval
base while the investigation takes place.
Somali Pirate Gets Life in Prison For Attack on US
Navy Ship
Source:The Newyork Times
26th April 2017

A Somali pirate has been sentenced to life in prison for his
role in attacking a U.S. Navy ship. Federal prosecutors said
Wednesday that 31-year-old Mohamed Farah was among
seven pirates who tried to commandeer the USS Ashland in
2010. The men had mistaken the Ashland for a cargo vessel
in the Gulf of Aden. After the pirates opened fire, U.S. sailors
destroyed their skiff and killed one pirate.
The sailors rescued the surviving pirates. Farah and the
remaining attackers were prosecuted in federal court in
Norfolk and sentenced to various jail terms. Farah's
attorney, Jason Dunn, told The Associated Press in an email
that the sentence was excessive but unavoidable. The
mandatory sentence for piracy has been life in prison since
1909. Before that, the mandatory punishment was death.
N. Korea Threatens to Sink US Nuclear Submarine
Deployed to S. Korea
Source:Yonhap News
26th April 2017

After the United States deployed a nuclear-powered
submarine and an aircraft carrier to South Korean waters
amid high inter-Korean tensions, North Korea on Sunday
threatened to sink the underwater vessel, accusing America
of stepping up military intimidation. "The moment the USS
Michigan tries to budge even a little, it will be doomed to
face the miserable fate of becoming a underwater ghost
without being able to come to the surface," the North's
propaganda website Uriminzokkiri said in a posting.
"The urgent fielding of the nuclear submarine in the waters
off the Korean Peninsula, timed to coincide with the
deployment of the super aircraft carrier strike group, is
intended to further intensify military threats toward our
republic," the website claimed. The guided-missile
submarine USS Michigan (SSGN 727) sailed into the South
Korean port of Busan on April 25 before heading out to sea
four days later. The Ohio-class submarine is reportedly
conducting various drills.
The U.S. has also directed the nuclear-powered aircraft
carrier USS Carl Vinson to the waters near South Korea at
the same time. The supercarrier is currently engaged in a
joint exercise with South Korean naval forces. The North
warned that "whether it's a nuclear aircraft carrier or a
nuclear submarine, they will be turned into a mass of scrap
metal in front of our invincible military power centered on
the self-defense nuclear deterrence."

The threat followed North Korea's failed missile launch.
On early Saturday, North Korea fired off a ballistic missile
which the South Korean military said exploded after flying
only 71 kilometers. The launch marks the third missile test
in April.
Chinese Navy Ships Visit Philippines for First Time
in Seven Years
Source:Global Times
29th April 2017

Three Chinese navy ships will arrive in the southern
Philippine city of Davao on Sunday for a three-day visit,
Philippine media reported, amid warming ties between the
two countries.It will be the first visit by Chinese military
ships to the Southeast Asian nation in seven years. The ships
are the missile destroyer Changchun, missile frigate
Jingzhou and supply ship Chaohu, according to Philippinesbased Chinese Commercial News. The three ships conducted
their first resupply mission in western Pacific waters on
Friday, the Xinhua News Agency reported.
The visit comes amid improved ties between China and the
Philippines after both decided to bring years of island
disputes in the South China Sea under control. The
Association of Southeast Asian Nations summit begins on
Saturday in Manila. Philippine media have reported that
President Rodrigo Duterte insisted that the 2016 Hague
arbitration on South China Sea island disputes should not
be a topic in this year's summit. The three vessels left
Shanghai on April 23 for a global tour to more than 20
countries in Asia, Europe, Africa and Oceania, China's
Ministry of National Defense previously announced. All
three ships were domestically made. It is the maiden
overseas voyage of the Jingzhou, commissioned in 2016. The
other two ships have conducted many escort, drill and patrol
missions.
US Navy Destroyer Loses Helicopter in Mid-Flight
Crash
Source:CNN Politics
28th April 2017

A US destroyer rescued two pilots and a crewman
Wednesday after their Navy helicopter crashed in the waters
near Guam, according to the service. A medical team aboard
the USS Dewey examined the helicopter crew and reported
no apparent injuries. The incident occurred as the MH-60R
Sea Hawk was performing "routine flight operations," with
the cause of the crash currently under investigation, the
Navy said in a press release.
The aircraft is part of the Helicopter Maritime Strike
Squadron 78, the Blue Hawks, which left San Diego for the
Western Pacific on March 31 aboard the USS Dewey. An
Arleigh-Burke-class guided-missile destroyer, the USS
Sterett, was also deployed with the USS Dewey and carries
its own helicopter strike group. MH-60R Sea Hawks are
primarily used to hunt enemy submarines and to suppress
enemy ground troops from the air.

China’s Import of Iron Ore to Propel Dry Bulk
Shipping Demand in 2017
Source:BIMCO
19th April 2017

China's import of iron ore will continue to be a key driver for
the demand growth in 2017 for the dry bulk shipping
industry, alongside shipping of grains. This is emphasised
by an accumulated growth rate for Q1-2017 of 9.5%
compared to the same quarter of 2016. Furthermore, it is the
highest imported amount of seaborne iron ore for a first
quarter. The growth rate of Chinese imported iron ore in
2016 was constant throughout the year, as the annual
volume broke into landmark territory. Both the total iron
ore import and total seaborne iron ore import volumes for
2016 exceeded 1 billion tonnes for the first time ever.
BIMCO’s Chief Shipping Analyst Peter Sand says: “Despite
a growth of 7.5% in total imported iron ore for 2016, the
growth in Chinese steel production remained limited at
1.2%.
The reason for the increase in imported iron ore originates
from China substituting domestically mined ore of low iron
content for imported ore of much higher iron content and
thereby, squeezing more domestically sourced Iron ore out
of the market. The Chinese demand for steel grew by 1.4%,
which has increasingly been from construction and
increased public spending on physical infrastructure
works”. China's import of iron ore travels longer distances
China imported 71.3 mill tonnes of iron ore more in 2016
than the previous year, as the total Chinese import of iron
ore increased 7.5% compared to 2015. The total Chinese
import of seaborne iron ore achieved a growth rate of 7.7%,
which is 72 mill tonnes more in 2016 compared to 2015.
Chinese imports of iron ore by land dropped 4% in 2016
compared to 2015, which is 0.7 mill tonnes less.

year and dependence on import eased to 7.4 MT as
compared to 11.7 MT in the preceding fiscal, it said.
“During April-March 2016-17, crude steel production was
97.385 MT, a growth of 8.5 per cent, over the same period of
last year,” the report said.
The country recorded a crude steel output of 89.7 MT in
2015-16. Consumption of steel also grew from 81.5 MT to
83.9 MT in 2016-17. In March 2017, exports were up 363 per
cent at 1.621 MT over the year-ago period while it rose 114
per cent as compared to the preceding month of February
2017 at 0.756 MT. Imports in March, 2017 (0.8 MT) was
down 19.7 per cent over March 2016 but was up 51.8 per cent
over February 2017 at 0.491 MT, it added.
Overall, crude steel production in March 2017 (8.274 MT)
was down by 0.5 per cent over March 2016 but was up 2 per
cent over February 2017 at 8.084 MT, the data showed.
India is the third largest producer of crude steel after China
and Japan and is aiming to become the second largest in the
near term. Constituted in 1964, JPC formulates guidelines
for production, allocation, pricing and distribution of iron
and steel materials.
China Iron Ore, Steel Extend Falls to Third Day, but
Losses Smaller
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
20th April 2017

Source:Hellenic Shipping News
20th April 2017

Chinese iron ore futures edged lower on Wednesday,
extending losses for a third day along with steel prices amid
concerns that supply was outpacing demand in the world’s
top steel producer and consumer. But the declines for steel
and iron ore were smaller than in recent sessions even as
both commodities touched or neared multi-month lows.
Coking coal dropped 3 percent after lagging earlier losses in
steel and iron ore. “It’s still because of sufficient supply and
relatively slow demand,” said Richard Lu from CRU
Consultancy in Beijing, on the sustained drop in steel prices.
“Prices are converging to what’s justified by supply-demand
fundamentals. Market sentiment is very bearish.” The mosttraded iron ore on the Dalian Commodity Exchange closed
down 0.4 percent at 480 yuan ($70) a tonne. The contract
fell as far as 467 yuan, near Tuesday’s three-month low,
when it tumbled 6.5 percent. On the Shanghai Futures
Exchange, the most-active rebar slipped 0.6 percent to end
at 2,852 yuan per tonne, off a 10-week low of 2,811 yuan
reached earlier in the session. The construction steel
product fell 3.7 percent on Tuesday.

Consumption of steel also grew from 81.5 MT to 83.9 MT in
2016-17. India’s import of total finished steel fell 36 per cent
to 7.4 million tonnes (MT) and exports jumped 102 per cent
to 8.2 MT in 2016-17, according to official data. In terms of
production too the country did well, according to Joint Plant
Committee’s annual report on the sector for 2016-17. Export
of total finished steel rose 102.1 per cent in April-March
2016-17 to 8.244 MT as against 4 MT in same period of last

China’s crude steel output reached a record 72 million
tonnes in March as mills ramped up output in anticipation
of a pickup in demand that has remained slow, government
data released on Monday showed. Leaner steel demand has
curbed appetite for iron ore with spot prices extending their
descent. Iron ore for delivery to China’s Qingdao port fell 4.6
percent to $63.20 a tonne on Tuesday, the lowest since
October 2016, according to Metal Bulletin.

Thereby, China has imported more iron ore via sea in 2016
compared to 2015 and less iron ore via inland transportation
in the same period. This is the best possible scenario for the
dry bulk shipping industry, as land borne sources are being
substituted for seaborne providers.
India’s Steel Import Falls 36% to 7.4 Mt in 2016-17

The spot benchmark has lost nearly 20 percent this year
after an 81-percent rally in 2016. Coal used in steelmaking
fell more deeply on Wednesday after having lagged the
declines in steel and iron ore futures. Dalian coking coal
closed down 3.1 percent at 1,078 yuan a tonne, and coke slid
5.3 percent to 1,546 yuan.
IMF Expects Oil Prices to Hover at around $55 Per
Barrel in 2017-2018
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
20th April 2017

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) expects global oil
prices to keep at around $55 per barrel in 2017-2018,
according to the latest World Economic Outlook report. The
average price of crude oil amounted to $42.84 per barrel in
2016, the document said. In 2017, the oil price is expected to
reach $55.23 per barrel, while in 2018 it may go slightly
down to $55.06 per barrel, report said.
Looking ahead, the IMF says that “despite uncertainty about
technological improvements and the recent OPEC
agreement, rebalancing oil supply in line with demand
accompanied by stable prices, will hinge on the prospects for
unconventional sources.”The IMF expects the negotiated
reduction in oil production by 1.8 mln barrels per day for six
months to help rebalance the market by the end of 2017,
“eliminating an excess supply currently estimated to be a
little less than 1 mln barrels per day.”
“Annual oil demand growth, commonly projected at about
1.2 mln barrels per day, will be met by unconventional
sources over the next few years, mainly through resources
under development for deepwater and ultradeepwater oil,
oil sands, and heavy and extra heavy oil,” the report said. In
the absence of shale, depletion forces and the legacy of low
investment would start to kick in and push prices up
significantly after a few years. “Instead, in the new normal
for the oil market, shale oil production will be further
stimulated by a moderate price increase. As a result, supply
from shale will help somewhat tame the otherwise sharp
upward swing in oil prices. Over the medium term, as prices
increase further, technical improvements in unconventional
oil recovery will be reactivated, which will eventually set off
another price cycle,” IMF experts wrote.
China Sees Higher Risk of Mass Unemployment,
Pledges More Support
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
20th April 2017

China’s cabinet said on Wednesday that risks of mass
unemployment in some regions and sectors have increased
and pledged more fiscal and monetary policy support to
address the potential rise in the jobless rate. The
government plans to cut further excess and inefficient
capacity in its mining sector and “smokestack” industries
this year, part of efforts to upgrade its economy and reduce
pollution, but the move threatens to throw millions more out
of work.

The State Council said China faces “intensified structural
conflicts” in its current job market, but it must place
employment as a top policy priority and address the new
challenges to keep its employment rate stable. China’s
official unemployment rate – which only accounts for urban,
registered residents – has held around 4 percent for years,
despite a slowdown that has seen growth cool from the
double-digits to quarter-century lows of under 7 percent.
In a guideline post on its website that sets the policy tone on
employment issues, the State Council said provincial
governments in those regions should take measures such as
increasing the stipend for firms under job-shedding
pressures.
“If new urban jobs shrink or jobless rate jumps, (China)
should step up fiscal and monetary policy support,” it said.
The
government
will
continue
to
encourage
entrepreneurship and help small enterprises thrive as key
ways to create more jobs, by building more start-up
industrial parks and incubation bases, along with more tax
policy bonus for start-ups. University graduates and workers
from sectors affected by capacity cuts such as steel, coal, and
coal-fired power were identified as “key groups” that needed
extra support, the guidelines said.
Graduates will be encouraged to diversify their employment
options, such as working in less-developed countryside
areas and working for small enterprises. China will also
appropriately reallocate affected workers, it said. China
created 3.34 million new jobs in the first quarter of the year
and helped some 720,000 laid-off workers find new jobs last
year, according to state media reports. Beijing aims to create
more than 11 million jobs this year, 1 million more than last
year’s target, according to this year’s government work
report.
Saudi Oil Exports Drop to 2015 Low as Kingdom
Sticks to Cuts
Source:Bloomberg
18th April 2017

Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest crude shipper, trimmed
exports to a 21-month low in February as local refineries
took advantage of more abundant supplies and processed a
record amount of crude. Oil exports fell to 6.95 million
barrels a day, the lowest since May 2015, from 7.7 million a
day in January, according to data published Tuesday on the
Riyadh-based Joint Organisations Data Initiative website.
The kingdom boosted production to 10 million barrels a day
from 9.7 million a day, the data show.
Saudi Arabia is bearing the brunt of the output cuts that
members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries pledged to make in the first six months of this
year. It committed to pump no more than 10.058 million
barrels a day, as OPEC and other major producers sought to
rein in global oversupply and support prices.
Saudi refineries increased the amount of crude they
processed in the month by 26 percent to 2.67 million barrels
a day, the highest in JODI data going back to January 2002.
The amount of crude used directly as fuel in power plants

and other facilities also rose, as did volume in storage.
Stockpiles increased to 264.7 million barrels at the end of
February from almost 262 million barrels in January.
Saudi Arabian Oil Co. was planning an 80-day maintenance
work at its Riyadh refinery starting in late February to last
through mid-May, according to two people with knowledge
of the situation. The refinery has capacity to process
120,000 barrels of crude a day, according to data compiled
by Bloomberg.
“It seems that Aramco is preparing for the long shutdown of
the Riyadh refinery by increasing production from other
refineries as they need to keep some products in stocks while
the refinery is closed,” said Mohamed Ramady, an
independent London-based analyst. “The amount of crude
not being processed at the Riyadh refinery is reflected in the
oil stockpiles in February as they increased from January.”
The country plans to double refining capacity to as much as
10 million barrels a day within 10 years, Saudi Energy
Minister Khalid Al-Falih has said. Saudi Arabian Oil Co., the
state producer known as Saudi Aramco, expects to start
operating a 400,000 barrel-a-day refinery next year at
Jazan on the Red Sea, adding to two other plants of the same
size that have come online since 2013.
China Iron Ore Falls to 3-Month Low as Glut Weighs
on Steel
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
19th April 2017

Iron ore futures in China fell more than 3 percent on
Tuesday to their weakest level since January, pressured by a
sustained drop in steel prices amid oversupply worries.
Shanghai rebar slipped to 10-week lows as output in the
world’s top steel producing country showed no signs of
abating despite tepid demand and government efforts to cut
capacity. The most-traded iron ore on the Dalian
Commodity Exchange was down 3.3 percent at 484 yuan
($70) a tonne by 0252 GMT, just off a session trough of 483
yuan, its lowest since Jan. 10.
The most-active rebar on the Shanghai Futures Exchange
was down 2.7 percent at 2,854 yuan per tonne, also near its
session low of 2,851 yuan, its weakest since Feb. 7.
“Oversupply concerns in China’s steel market curbed
demand” for raw material iron ore, Commonwealth Bank of
Australia analyst Vivek Dhar said in a note. China’s crude
steel output reached a record 72 million tonnes in March as
mills ramped up output in anticipation of a pickup in
demand that has remained slow, government data released
on Monday showed.
A more than doubling in premium coking coal prices since
Cyclone Debbie hit top producer Australia last month has
also squeezed margins of Chinese steel mills, further
reducing their appetite to purchase iron ore, wrote Dhar. “In
any case, steel market-related weakness will continue to
push iron ore demand lower,” he said, adding that iron ore
supply is also rising, including from marginal exporters that

responded to the early-year rally in prices. The bank has
forecast iron ore to drop to $60 by the December quarter.
Iron ore for delivery to China’s Qingdao port slid 3.5 percent
to $66.25 a tonne on Monday, according to Metal Bulletin.
That was the lowest level since November for the spot
benchmark which has lost 16 percent this year.
Russia Cuts Average Daily Oil Production By 1.6% in
Mid-April as Compared to 2016 Level
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
19th April 2017

Russia has cut average daily oil production from 1,527.5
thousand tonnes to 1,502.4 thousand tonnes as of mid-April,
as part of the agreement with OPEC on oil production cut,
according to the report by the Central Dispatching
Department of Fuel Energy Complex (CDU TEK). In
comparison with the level of production in October 2016,
which was chosen as the basis level, the production reduced
by 1,6%.
By the end of March the level of production cut was 1.2% and
in late February – 0.8%. Under the deal with OPEC Russia
is to cut production by 2.7% in comparison with the October
level or by 300,000 barrels. Russia’s Energy Ministry said it
was not correct to convert the national statistics on oil
production into barrels using the single ratio (for example
7.33) In order to get the precise statistics in barrels different
ratios should be used for every field, the ministry said.
Almost all Russian oil companies participating in the OPEC
agreement have cut production evenly since October. Only
Rosneft company increased oil output (data excluding
Bashneft) – by 2.7% against October – from 562.3 to 577.5
thousand tonnes. At the same time, Bashneft (57.66% of the
authorized capital belongs to Rosneft) decreased production
by half in comparison with October – from 57.1 to 28.7
thousand tonnes. By the time of publication of this data,
TASS did not have comments from Rosneft on the rate of
production reduction.
In comparison with October, Russian oil major Lukoil
reduced production by 1.6% from 230.3 to 226.6 thousand
tonnes, Gazprom Neft by 2.7% from 168.5 to 164 thousand
tonnes, Surgutneftegaz by 1.9% from 169 to 165.8 thousand
tonnes, Tatneft by 2.8% from 81 to 78.7 thousand tonnes,
Russneft by 2.5% from 19. 6 to 19.1 thousand tonnes. Earlier
Energy Minister Alexander Novak said that Russia should
fulfil its full quota on production cut by the end of April. He
also informed TASS that by the middle of the month Russia
will reach the level of 250,000 barrels.
Why U.S. Crude Oil Imports are Rising
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
19th April 2017

In early March, a bearish inventory report from the Energy
Information Administration’s (EIA) Weekly Petroleum
Status Report (WPSR) caused a sell-off in oil prices. The
price of West Texas Intermediate (WTI) dropped below $50
a barrel (bbl) for the first time since December and

proceeded to remain below $50/bbl for the next three
weeks. At the time I noted that the inventory report wasn’t
as bearish as it seemed. Although the EIA reported an 8.2
million barrel crude oil build, there were mitigating factors.
One is that this is refinery maintenance season, the time of
year that crude oil tends to pile up as refinery utilization
falls.
Lower refinery utilization also results in product inventories
being drawn down, and that happened as well during that
week. More than offsetting the 8.2 million barrel crude oil
build was a gasoline inventory draw of 6.6 million barrels
and a distillate fuel inventory draw of 2.7 million barrels.
When all finished products were included in the mix, total
commercial inventories actually decreased by 2.4 million
barrels that week. But the other mitigating factor was one
for which I had no solid explanation until now. Despite
record high crude oil inventories in the U.S., crude oil
imports have been rising. During that week in March with
such a large inventory build, imports had averaged 8.2
million barrels per day (BPD) of crude oil. The inventory
build was equal to only a single day of U.S. crude oil imports.
One reason the U.S. imports crude oil is that some refineries
are better suited to handle crudes that are heavier than those
produced in the Bakken or Permian Basin. It may be more
economical for a Gulf Coast refiner to import oil from
Venezuela and then either sell those finished products
locally or export them.
But I suspected there was more to it than that, so I recently
posed the question to Tamar Essner, who is a lead energy
analyst at Nasdaq Advisory Services. I asked why, in the face
of record inventories, crude inventories in the U.S. remain
so high. She replied:
“I think there are a few things going on here. Of course, a lot
of U.S. refineries are geared to take heavy, sour crudes that
are imported since most of the domestically sourced crude
is light and sweet. I think there is a fear of a border
adjustment tax, and refiners are hoarding oil ahead of that.
Second, since the market has been in contango, there was a
strong incentive to store oil in vessels to sell in the future at
higher prices. The market is moving toward backwardation,
making it less economical to do so. The U.S. has the cheapest
storage in the world, so I think you are seeing a lot of floating
storage come to the U.S. Also some of these imports reflect
agreements made from before the OPEC cuts and we expect
the pace of imports to the US to slow over coming weeks.”
Those were both interesting points that I hadn’t heard
before. Over the past year, a lot of oil was stored offshore,
but now the potential payoff for storing that crude oil has
vanished. That is removing the incentive to store oil, and it
is coming onshore in the U.S. where it is cheaper to store.
Second is a fear from U.S. refiners that a border adjustment
tax is coming. It is certainly possible that this is something
refiners fear. But I also think it’s going to be one of those
things that when President Trump learns a bit more about
the overall implications (such as the possibility Mexico
would tax U.S. natural gas exports) he will have second
thoughts about going through with that idea. In any case, the
market seems to have recovered from its fear that the U.S. is
drowning in oil, with the price recovering back to above

$50/bbl. Whether it remains there will depend very much
on what OPEC decides to do at next month’s meeting.
Alang Ship Breaking Activity Shrinks Almost 50% in
Q4 of Fy17
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
18th April 2017

Rising competition from Pakistan and Bangladesh has led to
ship breaking activity at Alang in Gujarat declining by
almost 50 per cent during the fourth quarter of 2016-17.
Only 64 ships have been delivered for breaking during
January-March as against 120 ships in the corresponding
period of 2016. According to ship breakers, both the
neighbouring countries are offering higher prices for ships
because they depend on recycled steel.
About 40 per cent of their requirement comes from recycled
steel while in India’s use of recycled steel is just three per
cent. India is offering $370-380 per tonne while Pakistan
and Bangladesh are paying $10-15 higher. “Overall ship
availability for breaking has gone down in the past few
months and at this time both Pakistan and Bangladesh are
offering higher prices than India,” said Haresh Parmar,
director of Shiv Ship Breaking Company at Bhavnagar in
Gujarat. Alang, 60 km away from Bhavnagar city, was
developed by the Gujarat government in 1982.
graph At the time, 46 plots for ship breaking were active and
this gradually rose to 170 plots, of which 135 were owned by
ship breakers and 35 were with the Gujarat Maritime Board
(GMB). Ships bigger than 3,000 tonnes came in for
dismantling; the biggest one was 85,000 tonnes. Currently,
about 100 plots are operational. The other factor at play is a
higher Baltic Dry Index (BDI), the key indicator for freight
rates. When it goes up, fewer ships come up for recycling.
After reaching a two-year high at 1,338 two weeks ago, the
BDI fell to 1,215 in the first week of April. But in the second
week it climbed to 1,296.
Jivraj Patel, president of the Ship Recycling Industries
Association of India, said, “Movement in the BDI affects the
ship breaking industry. Currently it is on the upside. This
has increased ship prices by $50 per tonne in the past two
months.” According to the association, prices were about
$325-340 per tonne, which have now climbed to $375-400
a tonne. The industry is expecting that the trend will change
in the second quarter of 2017-18.
Capesize Market to Benefit from Increased Chinese
Steel Production
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
18th April 2017

The Capesize dry bulk market is bound for a renewed sense
of optimism, as higher steel production in China bodes well
for its long term prospects, according to shipbrokers. In its
latest weekly report, Cotzias Intermodal Shipping said that
“iron ore prices have been on a rollercoaster ride over the
last month. Prices started the year on a very positive note,
surging up to their highest price level since mid-2014. The

commodity, which hit $94.86 in February, averaged $86 in
the first three months. It is still a volatile market this year
but the potential restart of idled Chinese iron ore capacity
will cause the most uncertainty for prices in 2017 and is
likely to add to general volatility for the rest of year”.
According to the shipbroker’s, Commercial Manager –
Towage Division, Christopher Whitty, “it looks like we
already witnessed a certain correction in prices since the
commodity has been steadily falling since mid-April, to a
near six-month low, primarily on the back of concerns based
on fresh signs of a supply glut and ramped-up domestic
production in China. Spot ore with 62 percent content in
Qingdao fell 2.5 percent to $66.53 a dry ton on Monday
following a volatile last week”.
Whitty added that “the commodity, which last year climbed
approximately 85%, is now not only in a bear market, but
has also lost around 29% in 2017. Some believe the current
drop in prices has its roots in the growing inventories at
Chinese ports, though recent reports say these have started
to wane. Others still blame market fundamentals and the
ongoing glut that has worsened due to that fresh supply
coming into the markets”. “Of course, among the reasons
cited by bears is also the potential for additional supply, both
from mines in China and overseas. Mainland Chinese
miners boosted production 16 percent in the first three
months of 2017, official data showed.
Stepping in Time with Mainlane Container Freight
Rates
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
28th April 2017

Spot container freight rates on the mainlane trades recorded
sharp declines in 2015, before appearing to ‘bottom out’ in
the middle of 2016. Rates have retained their volatility since
then but in the main are still substantially above average full
year 2016 levels. What have been the drivers behind this
step-by-step progress in the box freight market?
The key mainlane trades (the Far East-Europe and the
Transpacific) play a crucial role in container shipping,
providing deployment opportunities for the largest ship
types, a major share of revenue for the leading global liner
companies and accounting for a significant share of global
box trade (an estimated 26% in 2016). In 2015 and into early
2016 these trade lanes were a major cause of distress for the
container shipping sector, with freight rates there sliding
precipitously (see graph). In Mar-16 the westbound Far
East-Europe freight index stood at 13 points, down 81%
from 70 points in Jan-15 whilst the eastbound Transpacific
freight index stood at 34 points in Jun-16, down 63% from
91 points in Jan-15. This took place against a background of
sluggish western economic growth, with peak leg Far EastEurope trade shrinking by 3% in 2015 also influenced by
apparent inventory destocking. At the same time, the
ongoing addition of very large boxships placed increasing
pressure on the mainlanes, with 1.4m TEU of capacity on
12,000+ TEU boxships delivered in 2014-15. Benefits from
falling fuel prices and lower unit costs on the new megaships appeared to largely be passed on to shippers whilst

further pressure on rates resulted from liner companies
targeting high utilisation on their newest assets.
A Better Rhythm
However, in 1H 2016, though they remained volatile,
mainlane freight rates appeared to ‘bottom out’. The highprofile collapse of Hanjin in late August, whilst testament to
the hitherto difficult conditions, removed some capacity
from the market, and operators began to successfully
engineer careful management of active tonnage. This led to
gradual improvements on both key mainlanes. Following
the historical low quarterly average of 25 points in Q1 16, the
westbound Far East-Europe rate index improved to 55
points in Jul-16. The eastbound Transpacific index rose 111%
from 34 points in Jun-16 to 71 points in Nov-16.
Keep Dancing…
In 2017 so far, mainlane freight rates have remained volatile,
with a little ground lost overall. However, in general rate
levels have been maintained at improved levels substantially
above 2016 averages. In Q1 17, the westbound Far EastEurope rate index averaged 55, up 37% compared to full year
2016. The eastbound Transpacific index averaged 72 points,
up 45% on the same basis.
Best Foot Forwards?
So, mainlane freight rates have seen dramatic ups and
downs. From today’s improved levels, further progress will
be hard won, with risks on the demand side and continued
challenges from the delivery of new capacity. But right now,
liner companies will be enjoying the music quite a bit more
than in recent years.
Optimism High for Asia-Europe Ocean Lanes after
Heavy Month-on-Month Volume Gains
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
28th April 2017

Ocean volumes on Asia-Europe trade lanes eastbound and
westbound are expected to surge in the coming months,
according to the latest survey results for The New APAC
Forwarding Index being developed by Mike King &
Associates and Logistics Trends & Insights LLC. Higher air
freight volumes are expected on key lanes to and from APAC,
and the outlook for intra-Asia trade is also optimistic.
The survey results, compiled by consultants Mike King and
Cathy Roberson, are the first step towards the creation of a
new Index for Asia forwarding markets which will be
published in the coming months. The second survey is open
to anyone with insight or business linked to key trade lanes
to and from APAC used by forwarders and third parties.
Please click here to participate. 60% of survey respondents
said ocean freight volumes to and from APAC in April were
higher than March, while 54% predicted they would handle
higher volumes three months from now.
Rising demand for ocean services from Europe to Asia, a
trend that has led to a shortage of capacity and loading
delays at European ports, saw 80% of respondents report
higher volumes on the trade in April compared to March.
70% also expect volumes on the lane to be higher three
months from now.

“Demand has been higher than we’d anticipated from
Europe to Asia, and there has also been some disruption to
liner services following blank sailings around Chinese New
Year and changes to alliances,” said one respondent. “We
expect capacity to be tight well into Q2.” 70% of respondents
expect APAC to Europe ocean freight volumes to increase
three months from now, while 66.7% forecast that volumes
will rise from APAC to North America.
However, optimism for the North America – APAC trade
was hard to discern. Only 28.6% of respondents saw higher
volumes on the lane in April compared to March, while only
43% expect volumes to increase three months from now.
“Despite uncertainty surrounding liner Alliances leading up
to April 1 and the various bedding issues we have seen
including terminal congestion in China and a lack of
capacity in Europe, optimism is high for the APAC ocean
freight market,” said Roberson. “The Europe to APAC trade
lane had the highest percentage rate of month-to-month
volume gains according to respondents to our first survey.
The next most dynamic lanes were APAC to Europe and
APAC to North America.
“The North America to APAC liner trade reported the lowest
percentage of respondents recording volume increases in
April compared to March which could be the strength of the
Greenback catching up with exporters. “On most lanes the
majority of respondents expect to see higher volumes over
the next three months than at present, which bodes well for
forwarders and lines.”
Hyundai Heavy Industries Posts Five Consecutive
Quarterly Profits of 618.7 Billion Won
Source:Hellenic Shipping News

28th April 2017
Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) issued a public disclosure
of its 1Q 2017 consolidated earnings. According to a
regulatory filing, during the January-March period HHI
racked up 10.0756 trillion won in consolidated sales while
consolidated operating income stood at 618.7 billion won,
90.3% up from last year’s comparable period, posting profits
for five straight quarters. HHI mainly attributes the
whooping quarterly operating profit increase to 127.1 billion
won operating profits from HHI’s Shipbuilding Division
which is 251% up from the first three months last year. The
strong earnings of shipbuilding business were attributable
to an increased building volume of high value-added ships
that HHI has competitive edge on, stabilization of
manufacturing processes, and cost reduction efforts.
Offshore & Engineering Division and Engine & Machinery
Division post 94 billion won of profits thanks to an
optimized operation of HHI’s Offshore Yard and material
cost cut efforts for engine parts while Electro & Electric
Systems, Construction Equipment and Robotics Division
reported 107.6 billion won of profits with continued efforts
to reduce material costs.
Hyundai Oilbank and other affiliates also played a role in
reporting strong earnings with 350 billion won income even
with a drop in refining margins and sales. An HHI official
said, “We have been active in improving profitability and

fiscal health with preemptive and comprehensive
restructuring measures since 2014. With five consecutive
quarterly profits, we will redouble our efforts to continue to
report stable profits with technology and quality-oriented
management.” Meanwhile, HHI Group netted 39 ships
worth $2.3 billion in the first four months this year, which is
its largest ship orders for the comparable period in three
years. Despite a dearth of new orders in the global
shipbuilding market, HHI Group was capable of winning the
huge orders on the back of its competitive edge on ecofriendly shipbuilding capabilities and healthier fiscal
soundness over its competitors.
DP World Reports 5.7% Gross Volume Growth in
First Quarter Of 2017
Source:Hellenic Shipping News

28th April 2017
DP World Limited handled 16.4 million TEU (twenty-foot
equivalent units) across its global portfolio of container
terminals in the first quarter of 2017, with gross container
volumes growing by 5.7% year-on-year on a reported basis,
and 5.0% on a like-for-like1 basis, well ahead of the industry
estimate of 2.6% throughput growth for 1Q20172. The first
quarter witnessed a steady start to the year and all three
regions delivered growth, especially our terminals in Europe
and the Americas. UAE also stabilised and handled 3.7
million TEU, growing 1.8% year-on-year in 1Q2017. At a
consolidated3 level, our terminals handled 8.7 million TEU
during the first quarter of 2017, a 19.9% improvement in
performance on a reported basis and up 1.6% year-on-year
on a like-for-like4 basis. Reported consolidated volume in
the Asia Pacific and Indian Subcontinent region was boosted
by the consolidation of Pusan (South Korea) at the end of
2016.
DSME Rebounds with Strong Profits
Source:World Maritime News

28th April 2017
South Korean shipbuilder Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine
Engineering (DSME) has managed to return to the black in
the first quarter of 2017, following stringent self-rescue
efforts which included workforce reduction and asset sales.
The company’s operating profit for the period bounced back
to KRW 291.8 billion compared to an operating loss of KRW
38.1 billion. A similar turnaround was reported for DSME’s
net income which reached KRW 261.3 billion for the quarter
ended March 31, 2017, against a net loss of KRW 3.4 billion
seen in the same three-month period in 2016. Although its
profits increased, the company informed that its revenues
dropped by 20 percent year-on-year to KRW 2.78 trillion
from KRW 3.48 trillion reported in the first quarter a year
earlier. The financially troubled shipbuilder recently filed
for a court approval for debt rescheduling after it secured the
necessary consents for its latest KRW 2.9 trillion rescue
plan, proposed by its main creditors Korea Development
Bank (KDB) and Export-Import Bank of Korea (KEXIM). An
approval from the South Korea’s court would pave the way
for the shipbuilder’s much needed financial boost. A
decision on the matter is expected to be unveiled in May.

Capesize Ffa: Fresh Lows in May Contract Suggest
Market has Entered into a Corrective Phase
Source:Hellenic Shipping News

20th April 2017
The divergence between the stochastic and price mentioned
on last week’s report has resulted in a failure to make fresh
market highs and the May futures have now entered into a
corrective phase. The May futures have now made a lower
low and the stochastic is showing a bearish cross and it is
below the 70 line which is often used as a signal line. Any
upward moves from here that fail at the US$ 15,781
resistance level would trigger technical sellers into the
market. The stochastic is showing a bullish divergence, this
is unusual because the stochastic at 67 is high level. It would
suggest that near term support levels should hold around
the US$ 13,000 level. However with the price action making
a fresh low it would be more logical to follow the price action
rather than the stochastic in this instance and look for
upside rejection rather than a fresh high.
Japan and EU Protest DSME Bailout from S. Korean
Government
Source:Hellenic Shipping News

20th April 2017
Japan and the European Union officially raised concerns
over the Korean government’s latest 2.9 trillion won ($2.5
billion) bailout plan to rescue cash-strapped Daewoo
Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering at a working group
meeting of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development in Paris, a government official said
Wednesday. The reactions from Japan and the EU came as
nearly all bondholders of the world’s largest shipbuilder —
including its largest bondholder, the National Pension
Service — agreed to convert half of its 1.3 trillion won of debt
to equity and extend maturities for the other half by three
years.
The agreement allows the major creditors — Korea
Development Bank, which owns a 79 percent stake in
DSME, and the Export-Import Bank of Korea — to inject a
fresh 2.9 trillion won loan to the shipbuilder from late April,
after a court approval. The financial lifeline is additional
support following a 4.2 trillion won injection by the creditors
in October 2015 to help DSME get operating funds to
continue building ships that had been previously ordered.
The members of the OECD Council Working Party on
Shipbuilding, or WP6, meet twice a year to discuss ways to
promote fair competition in the global shipbuilding
industry. This year, officials from the Trade Ministry, Exim
Bank and the Korea Offshore and Shipbuilding Association
were dispatched to the Paris meeting that began Tuesday.
“Particularly since 2015, Japan has been taking issue with
the Korean creditor banks’ support for Daewoo

Shipbuilding. Japan did the same in April and November
OECD meetings last year,” said the government official at
the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy. The EU seems
to be slightly less aggressive than Japan because European
shipyards are in better shape than Japanese ones in terms of
the number of orders, he said.
“Our government response was that the latest bailout
decision was made by the creditors and bondholders, not the
Korean government. We clarified that the decision was
based on commercial judgment, not the government’s
judgment, and that helping it survive would minimize the
losses for all stakeholders.” Japan claims that since the KDB
and Exim Bank are state-run policy banks, their financial
support is made up of subsidies from the Korean
government.
However, neither Japan nor the EU mentioned the
possibility of filing a complaint with the World Trade
Organization at the Paris meeting, the official said,
cautiously projecting that Japan may tone down its voice at
the upcoming November meeting if global shipbuilding
starts improving in the second half. The EU filed a complaint
with the WTO in 2002 against Korean shipyards, asserting
that Exim Bank’s shipping finance was against WTO rules.
In 2004, the WTO partially ruled against the EU, saying that
the bank’s shipping finance was not government subsidies.
However, the bank was ordered to partially correct some of
its financial measures for Korean shipyards.
China, the largest shipbuilding nation in the world with over
30 percent of market share, is not a member of the OECD
WP6, even though considerable support by Chinese banks
for Chinese shipyards may be against WTO rules, the
government official noted. According to news reports, Japan
beat Korea in shipbuilding ranking in 2016. Last year was
the first time in 17 years that Korean shipbuilders had fewer
ships to build than Japanese ones.
Daewoo Shipbuilding Bondholders Accept Bailout
Plan Following Pension Fund Agreement
Source:Reuters

17th April 2017
South Korea's Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
Co Ltd (042660.KS) on Monday won near unanimous
approval for a debt-to-equity swap plan in the first two of
five bondholder meetings, as the world's largest shipbuilder
battles to stay afloat.
The votes were held hours after Daewoo's biggest
bondholder, the National Pension Service (NPS), said it had
agreed to the proposal. That move made it likely other
bondholders would follow suit, creditor bank officials said,
allowing the shipbuilder to meet conditions of a $2.6 billion
bank bailout.

The shipbuilder has been pushed to the brink by the impact
of historically low oil prices, which caused delays in
payments for complex offshore facilities. At risk is an
estimated 50,000 jobs and an economic hit of tens of
billions of dollars.
Its predicament follows the bankruptcy and liquidation of
compatriot Hanjin Shipping Co Ltd after creditors declined
further support last year for what was the world's seventhlargest container shipper. "Accepting the debt restructuring
will be more advantageous to improve the fund's returns,"
NPS, the world's third-largest pension fund, said in a
statement earlier on Monday. Holders of about 1.5 trillion
won ($1.32 billion) worth of Daewoo bonds must agree to
swap half of debt owed to them for equity, and allow Daewoo
to suspend repayment of the rest for three years, so Daewoo
can meet conditions for $2.6 billion worth of financial
assistance from state banks.
Five meetings have been planned for Monday and Tuesday
to discuss the proposal. Agreement came from 99.99 percent
of bondholders present at the first meeting where
attendance reached 80 percent, and 98.99 percent at the
second with 89 percent attendance. The proposal is likely to
be approved at all meetings as large bondholders such as
Korea Post are likely to follow the lead of the NPS due to the
fund's size and influence, creditor bank officials said. The
officials declined to be identified due to the sensitivity of the
matter. Korea Post told Reuters it decided to agree to the
proposal after the NPS agreement was made public.
MPA Signs Five Mous with Local And International
Partners At Smtc Advancing Innovation and R&D in
The Shipping Sector
Source:Hellenic Shipping news

28th April 2017
In a strong demonstration of commitment to advance
innovation and build technological capabilities, the
Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) has signed
five Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) with local
and international partners today at the Singapore Maritime
Technology Conference (SMTC). These MOUs aim to
catalyse research, innovation, as well as pilot adoption of
emerging technologies and enhance information flow and
connectivity within the maritime community. Held from 26
April to 28 April 2017 at Marina Bay Sands in conjunction
with Singapore Maritime Week 2017 (SMW 2017), SMTC
showcased prominent maritime and port technology trends
and developments across 80 presentations from 14
countries, and was attended by over 450 participants from
20 countries. As part of industry transformation efforts to
drive competitiveness and new growth areas, these MOUs
are a step forward to forge even closer collaborations with
industry partners, technology developers and research
institutions to build up technological capabilities within the
maritime industry.

research and test-bedding of new technologies for the future
Tuas Terminal, the renewed MOU is a combined S$30
million commitment from both parties to further boost the
PTRDP, and aims to step up R&D and capability
development in the areas of digitalisation, connected
community systems, and automation and robotics.
Under the PTRDP, and together with other technology
providers, institutes of higher learning, research institutes
and companies, significant developments have been made in
areas of automated operations. PSA has also set up the PSA
Living Lab in 2016 to enable technology solution providers
and start-ups to collaborate with PSA to develop ideas and
test-bed integrated systems in a “live” port environment.
The focus and technology areas in the enhanced programme
will include the test-bedding and applications of
technologies, such as artificial intelligence, data analytics,
emulation, Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing,
blockchain, augmented reality and video analytics, to build
collaborative business platforms, optimise operations and
develop smart port equipment and systems and automation.
The programme will also support PSA unboXed initiatives.
Dryships Eyes New Loans to Grow Fleet
Source:World Maritime News

27th April 2017
Nasdaq-listed shipowner DryShips Inc. has fully repaid its
remaining commercial loan facility worth USD 15.2 million,
including overdue interest, the company said. The
repayment relieves the company of loan payment duty for
the next four years. DryShips said that as of April 27, 2017,
the company’s cash and cash equivalents total in about USD
384 million or USD 6.52 per share. Furthermore, the
company’s book value of vessels, including deposits, stands
at USD 238 million with the number of shares outstanding
being approximately at 58.9 million. ” Having all of our
assets debt free, no mandatory loan payments over the next
4 years and available liquidity of USD 384 million, we
strongly believe that our efforts to access bank debt
financing for the first time since November 2014 will be
successful and will allow us to further grow the size our
fleet,” George Economou, Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, said.
Just last week, DryShips announced it had entered into
agreements to acquire three bulk carriers, one 81,918 DWT
Kamsarmax drybulk carrier and two 81,129 DWT
Kamsarmax drybulk carriers built in 2014. The acquisition,
which pushes the company’s dry bulker fleet to 21 ships, will
be financed with USD 68 million cash on hand, DryShips
revealed. The company expects to take delivery of the vessels
during the second quarter of 2017.
Mystic Eagle Joins Eagle Bulk Shipping's Fleet
Source:World Maritime News

First signed in 2011 under the MPA-PSA Port Technology
Research and Development Programme (PTRDP), the MPAPSA MOU has been renewed for the third term for a period
of three years starting today. Enhancing collaboration in the

27th April 2017
US-based ship operator Eagle Bulk Shipping has taken
delivery of the first of nine Crown-63 Ultramax dry bulk

sister vessels, which were purchased from Greenship Bulk
Trust in March 2017.The 63,500 dwt MV Mystic Eagle,
previously named JS Tamise, joined the company’s fleet
consisting of 41 vessels on the water, including 3 Ultramax
ships. The bulk carrier was constructed in 2013 by China’s
shipbuilder Dayang Shipbuilding.

tribute to the longstanding relationship between Heerema
and Noble and Maersk Oil respectively, and we appreciate
their trust in Heerema’s track record.”

Following the delivery of the remaining eight Ultramaxes,
which are scheduled to join Eagle Bulk Shipping’s fleet over
the coming months, the company’s pro-forma owned-fleet
will consist of 49 Supramaxes and Ultramaxes. Under the
agreement between the parties, which was first unveiled in
late February 2017, the US owner initially agreed to acquire
six Crown-63 Ultramaxes. The company later received an
approval to acquire another three dry bulk sister vessels.

Source:Shipping Watch

“We are pleased to have been able to secure this fleet
acquisition of 9 quality Ultramax vessels, and look forward
to having them join Eagle’s fleet over the coming months,”
Gary Vogel, Eagle Bulk’s CEO, earlier said. Eagle Bulk
acquired the nine ships, which would be renamed after
Connecticut coastal towns, for a total of USD 153 million.

Fredriksen Continues his Crusade to Become Top
Supertanker Player

Maersk to Pay 3.7 Billion Euros for German Rival
Source:The Local de

29th April 2017
The world's leading container shipping company, Danish
Maersk Line, said Friday it would pay 3.7 billion euros ($4
billion) for the acquisition of German competitor Hamburg
Süd. The acquisition, already cleared by US and EU
authorities, is part of a consolidation move in the shipping
industry where rates paid for freight have been tumbling.
"Maersk Line will acquire Hamburg Süd for EUR 3.7 billion
on a cash and debt-free basis," the company said in a
statement, adding it would "finance the acquisition through
a syndicated loan facility."
Heerema is to Use the World’s Largest SemiSubmersible Crane Vessel for Two New Offshore
Contracts.
Source:Energy Voice

29th April 2017
The dutch marine contractor will use its new crane vessel,
Sleipner, for the contracts with Noble Energy
Mediterranean and Maersk Oil. It will provide installation
and services for Noble Energy’s Leviathan Production
Platform in the Mediterranean Sea, and a production and
living platform for Maersk Oil’s Tyra Future project. This
will the first time the giant vessel will be used for a
professional contract, with it due to come into service in
early 2019. It is currently being built at Sembcorp Marine in
Singapore where it will be equipped with 10,000 tonne
cranes. The cranes will be capable of lifting more than
15,000 tonnes. Chief commercial officer of Heerema, Harke
Jan Meek, said: “It is encouraging to see that in the current
market conditions there are still clients that truly value and
continue to invest in strategic relationships with the
contractor community. “The award of these projects while
the Sleipnir is still nearly two years from completion is a

New Bank
Financing

Regulations

Could

Thwart

Ship

25th April 2017
It will become extremely difficult for carriers to get financing
from banks going forward, and even if they manage to do so,
the price will be towering, Eddy Van de Voorde, professor of
maritime economy, tells ShippingWatch ahead of a proposal
for new bank regulations.

Source:Shipping Watch

25th April 2017
Shipping magnate John Fredriksen continues the battle to
take over DHT as the move could give his tanker carrier
Frontline a superior position in the VLCC market. "Size does
matter," one analyst tells ShippingWatch. "Very insufficient
offer," says DHT.
John Fredriksen's repeated and persistent attempts at
gaining control of DHT Holdings are spurred by the fact that
such a move would make Frontline the by far biggest player
in the VLCC segment – a role that Frontline is hoping to
achieve already in 2017. This position as market leader is so
attractive to Frontline right now that it makes sense for the
carrier to launch a new attempt by filing a new lawsuit
against DHT Holdings in the Marshall Islands despite last
week's defeat in New York, several analysts tell
ShippingWatch. The new lawsuit, filed Thursday, aims to
prevent BW Group from gaining more influence in DHT
than the carrier has already achieved through the deal
signed between BW Group and DHT, a deal which added 11
VLCC supertankers to DHT's fleet in return for a major stake
to BW Group in DHT. "If Frontline is able to take over or
collaborate more with DHT, it would definitely push them to
the forefront as market leader. It would give Frontline a
much larger fleet, younger vessels, and a much greater
capitalization of the market, which will help them get
financing. Size does matter," Lukas Daul, analyst at ABG
Sundal Collier, tells ShippingWatch. "There's a big
difference between increasing one's fleet by one or two
vessels, but being able to grow the fleet by 30 VLCCs in one
swoop would be a superior move, and that's what they're
going for," he says.
Maersk Line to pay EUR 3.7 bln for Hamburg Süd
Source:Shipping Watch

28th April 2017
Maersk Line will pay EUR 3.7 billion for German container
carrier Hamburg Süd. The boards of directors at the two
companies have now cleared the transaction, which is
expected completed in late 2017.

Maritime Environment
delivery. Additionally, the laid up bulker HIGHNY (8,097
LDT) fetched an equally firm USD 310/LT LDT basis an ‘as
is’ Labuan delivery with minimum bunkers on board upon
delivery”, it said.

Ship Demolition Prices Retreat as Recyclers Adopt
More Cautious Approach to The Market
Source:Hellenic Shipping News

19th April 2017

Being Prepared for Risky Waters: an Alarming
Extension of South East Asia Piracy is Evident by
Recent Piracy Incidents

Ship owners who were holding off a potential sale of their
older ships for scrap, looking for even higher prices than
those witnessed in the past few weeks, will be bitterly
disappointed by the course of things in the demolition
markets during the past few days. In its latest weekly report,
GMS, the world’s leading cash-buyer of ships noted that
“cracks started to emerge in the Indian sub-continent ship
recycling markets this week as hefty declines in local steel
plate prices at all locations started troubling end buyers.
Additionally, the Bangladeshi Taka displayed an
uncharacteristic decline against the U.S. Dollar, which also
proved to be a cause for concern for buyers there. As a result,
it was unsurprising to see ship prices decline by at least USD
10/LDT across the board (except Turkey) as sub-continent
recyclers elected to wait and watch patiently on the sidelines
before committing fresh units, with the expectation that a
new reality on levels might be inevitable in the coming days
/ weeks”.
According to GMS, “traditionally, the monsoon season has
been a quieter period in the sub-continent due to the
constant rains affecting cutting activities on vessels and the
subsequent seasonal migration of labour back to
hometowns. However, there still remains at least a month to
import vessels before the adverse weather kicks in towards
the end of May / early June. This will make new fixtures
arriving early June to (more than likely) face far lower levels.
We also have the lingering question of just how the annual
budgets in both Pakistan and Bangladesh will fare at the
beginning of May / June respectively and whether any new
duties / taxes will come into effect for their respective
domestic ship-recycling sectors. Some stability on the
declining local steel prices will need to be seen post holidays
this week, in order for end users to get back to the buying.
However, some of the speculative purchases from recent
weeks already look somewhat troublesome for the
concerned cash buyers (and perhaps the owners as well)”.
GMS added that “in the Bangladesh spent another week as
the lowest placed Indian sub-continent market as there was
simply no competing with some of the provocative numbers
witnessed from competing locations. The chief concern has
been the devaluated Taka that has historically been rock
steady against the U.S. Dollar and this has seen the recently
aggressive demand from Chittagong, dry up during the
course of last week. However, this has not stopped certain
cash buyers from gambling on a pre-budget and premonsoon rally in Bangladesh and some extraordinarily high
priced deals were concluded (not quite touching 400/LDT)
with a Chittagong delivery in mind. A 17,700 LDT TBN
aframax tanker was concluded for a massive USD 398/LT
LDT basis an ‘as is’ Singapore delivery, gas free for hot works
clean and about 950 Tons of bunkers onboard at the time of

Source:Hellenic Shipping News

18th April 2017
Reports estimated in the last twelve months, 58 seafarers
were kidnapped in this region in 13 incidents by pirate gangs
linked with the Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG) Extremists (there
was a total of 22 incidents with 9 foiled).
Looking from a commercial, geographical and judicial
standpoint, the South East Asia piracy makes sense:
A third of the world’s cargo passes through the Straits of
Malacca and Singapore Straits. Asian economies and
consumption have grown in the last decade and trades
moving between Europe and China are made in these
channels; The bottleneck and crowded waterways make it
easier for pirates to blend in. It’s hard to tell if two huddled
vessels are transferring fuel or cargo or under siege; The
dense traffic in South East Asia with different national
territorial waters adjacent to each other makes it very hard
to distinguish who has patrol responsibility. These
conditions make South East Asia a very attractive target for
pirates.
Although Somalia based piracy has been declining since
2012, its perpetuators continue to have intentions and
maintain capabilities to do so. Recent piracy activity,
including two hijacking of merchant vessels, reaffirm our
conviction we should never let our guard down and continue
firm diligence to deny any opportunities to pirate gangs. Our
managed vessels pass through the risky waters of Somalia,
South East Asia and the Gulf of Guinea hundreds of times a
year. We are definitely no less exposed to pirates than other
trading ships. To-date, we have done exceptionally well in
preventing and preparing for such attacks.
Our crew undergoes training that encourages and builds
good attitude towards surveillance. The key to avoid attacks
is to be on constant watch of surroundings. Our crew is after
all, the first line of defense. We are also looking at the
potential of cybercrime in the seas and have begun efforts by
introducing the Information Security Programme to all our
managed vessels. Officers, owners and seafarers will have
the opportunity to take the course and learn how to enhance
their awareness of cybersecurity. Although losing a ship or
cargo from cyber disruption is not yet a reality, if risk is there
– we ought to be prepared.
Are you?
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